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Legend
Campuses:
G	=	 Gold	Coast	
L	 =	 Logan
M	=	 Mt	Gravatt	 	
N	=	 Nathan
S	 =	 South	Bank	 	
O	=	 Online
X	 =	 External

Applications information:
QTAC		=		Queensland	Tertiary	Admissions	Centre	
UAC		 =		Universities	Admissions	Centre	(NSW-based)	
OP				 =	Overall	Position	
ATAR	 =		Australian	Tertiary	Admission	Rank	
In	this	guide,	the	ATAR	cut-off	is	listed	only	for	those	
degrees	offered	through	UAC

N/A	 =	 not	applicable
CP		 =		Credit	Points	
GPA	=	 Grade	Point	Average	

All	GPAs	in	this	publication	are	on	a	seven-point	grading	scale

Modes of study:
F	 =	 Full-time	study	
P	 =	 Part-time	study	
For	example,	3F/6P	=	3	years	full-time,		
6	years	part-time

Contents

Important note. All	information	is	correct	as	at	March	2017,		
but	is	subject	to	change	as	content	is	reviewed	and	updated.		
Visit	degrees.griffith.edu.au	for	the	most	up	to	date	information.

Cover image: Casidhe	Crane	Simmons,	Bachelor	of	Business/
Bachelor	of	Commerce	student	and	heptathlete.
This page:	Matthew	Denny,	Bachelor	of	Business	student		
and	discus/hammer	thrower.

At Griffith, 
we celebrate, 
believe in and 
strive for the 
remarkable. 

http://degrees.griffith.edu.au


Since	we	started	teaching,	we’ve	been	deeply		
connected	to	the	Asian	region,	socially	conscious		
and	environmentally	aware.	

Ranking	in	the	top	3%	of	universities	worldwide,		
we	offer	future-focused	degrees	that	are		
developed	in	consultation	with	industry,		
based	on	cutting-edge	research,	and	taught		
by	Australia’s	most	awarded	teachers.	

Welcome to Griffith
Griffith was created to be a different kind  
of university, and we know success often  
comes from being an exception to the norm 
—challenging convention, adapting and 
innovating, creating bold new trends and 
pioneering solutions ahead of their time.



Why choose  
Griffith?

We’re known for our  
high-impact research, 
outstanding student experience,  
commitment to social justice  
and welcoming environment. 
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Study in a world-class environment

Ranked in the top 3% worldwide
With	highly	awarded	teaching	staff,	expert	researchers,		
a	comprehensive	suite	of	degrees	spanning	all	disciplines,		
and	outstanding	campus	facilities,	Griffith	ranks	among	
the	world’s	best	universities.	In	five	of	the	largest	and	most	
credible	world	university	rankings,	we’re	ranked	in	the	top	
400—placing	us	in	the	top	3%	worldwide.

•	 Times	HE	World	University	Rankings:	251–300
•	 CWTS	Leiden	Ranking:	300	
•	 QS	World	University	Rankings:	336
•	 Academic	Ranking	of	World	Universities:	317
•	 University	Ranking	by	Academic	Performance:	317

Young and ambitious
In	university	terms,	Griffith	is	young—we	started	teaching	just	
over	40	years	ago.	Being	a	young	university	means	we	have	
the	freedom	to	respect	tradition	without	being	restricted	by	
it,	which	gives	us	the	flexibility	to	adapt	to	the	ever-changing	
needs	of	students,	industry	and	the	community.	And	we’ve		
got	the	numbers	to	back	this	up—we	ranked	34th	in	the		
2016	QS	University	Rankings:	Top	50	Under	50	and	48th		
in	the	2016	Times	Higher	Education	Top	150	under	50.

Learn from the best

Australia’s top teachers
At	Griffith,	you’ll	learn	from	some	of	the	best	teachers		
in	the	country.	Our	teachers	have	won	more	Australian	
Government	awards,	citations,	fellowships	and	grants		
than	any	other	university.	Three	of	our	teachers	have	even	
been	named	Australian	University	Teacher	of	the	Year.
	
Since 2007, we have won:

•	 three	Australian	University	Teacher	of	the	Year	awards
•	 nine	awards	for	Teaching	Excellence
•	 four	awards	for	Programs	that	Enhance	Learning
•	 42	Citations	for	Outstanding	Contributions		

to	Student	Learning
•	 seven	National	Teaching	Fellowships.

Emeritus Professor Alan Mackay-Sim from the 
Griffith Institute for Drug Discovery was named 
2017 Australian of the Year in recognition of his 
groundbreaking research into the use of stem cells 
to treat spinal cord damage and paralysis.

Image courtesy of Australian of the Year Awards
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Sport plays a proud role at Griffith.  
With a focus on wellness and sporting  
excellence, we offer a range of exciting  
opportunities for all. 

Why choose 
sport at Griffith?

Whether you want to study sport or play it,  
keep fit or compete professionally, our teams, 
programs, facilities and findings can help you 
achieve your goals.

Learn at one of the world’s leading  
sports universities

Ranked in the world’s Top 100 
The	prestigious	QS	World	University	
Rankings	by	Subject	place	Griffith		
in	the	world’s	Top	100	for		
sports-related	subjects.

Degrees that go the distance
Our	future-focused	degrees	span	various	aspects	of	sports,	
including	exercise	science,	sport	science	and	engineering,	
medicine,	musculoskeletal	and	physiotherapy,	nutrition,		
sport	development	and	sport	management.	Our	industry-
integrated	learning,	research	and	teaching	expertise	produce	
high-performing	graduates,	ready	to	hit	the	ground	running	
and	meet	sporting	challenges	of	the	21st	century.

Study and play hard
Our	students,	staff	and	community	have	access	to	our	
outstanding	sporting	facilities,	including	a	world-class	tennis	
centre,	aquatic	centres	and	athletics	track,	plus	gyms,	fields	
and	recreation	halls.	As	a	student,	you	can	also	get	involved	in	
our	sporting	clubs,	events	and	competitions,	whether	you	want	
to	compete	for	fun	or	represent	the	university.	We	also	have		
a	range	of	clinics	that	provide	quality	treatment	for	patients,		
as	well	as	student	training	and	research	opportunities.

Support for elite athletes
Through	the	Elite	Athlete	Program	(EAP),	Griffith	Sports	
College	provides	flexible	learning	options	to	allow	our		
elite	athletes	to	continue	achieving	sporting	excellence		
while	studying.	Our	elite	athletes	include	champions		
such	as	swimmers	Cameron	McEvoy	and	Emma	McKeon,		
and	AFL	Gold	Coast	Suns	co-captain	Tom	Lynch.		
See	page	12	for	more	details.		

Sports research
Griffith	boasts	some	of	the	world’s	leading	sports	scientists	
working	in	the	most	sophisticated	facilities	in	Australia.	
These	include	multiple	biomechanics,	exercise	physiology,	
biochemistry	and	sports	nutrition	laboratories,	housing	the	
most	up-to-date	equipment.	See	page	28	for	more	details.	

Learn in the field
Griffith	students	put	what	they	learn	in	the	classroom	into	
practice,	with	the	opportunity	for	industry	experience		
included	in	many	of	our	degrees.	Through	our	partnerships	
with	leading	sporting	events,	professional	teams	and	
organisations,	we	offer	exceptional	opportunities	for		
students	and	our	community.	

Take control of your study
At	Griffith,	we	teach	across	three	12-week	trimesters	rather	
than	two	semesters,	each	year.	Our	trimester	system	offers	
you	more	flexibility	and	control,	with	the	option	to	pace	your	
study	to	suit	your	needs,	or	fast-track	your	degree	and	get	a	
head	start	on	your	career.	

Be part of a global team
With	more	than	200,000	graduates,	Griffith	offers	you	a	
passport	to	a	worldwide	network	of	opportunity.	From	leading	
politicians	to	gold-medal-winning	athletes,	Griffith	graduates	
can	be	found	in	every	field	of	endeavour.	Across	the	globe,	
Griffith	graduates	are	using	their	skills,	knowledge	and	passion	
to	make	remarkable	contributions	to	the	world	around	them.	
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After	competing	at	the	2014	
Commonwealth	Games	in	
Glasgow,	athlete	Hannah	Joye	is	
looking	forward	to	the	Gold	Coast	
2018	Commonwealth	Games.
‘I’m	really	excited	for	it,’	she	
said.	‘I’m	sure	everyone	will	
be	stoked	to	have	it	so	close	
to	watch	and	be	a	part	of.’	

The	Bachelor	of	Science	student	
said	while	balancing	elite	sport	
and	study	could	be	challenging,	
she	loved	to	keep	busy.	
‘I’m	always	on	the	go	and	it’s	a	
real	blessing	that	Griffith	Sports	
College	has	allowed	me	to	be	
really	flexible	with	university.’	

Hannah	believes	having	a	
healthy	balance	is	key.	
‘It’s	important	to	not	be	
so	consumed	by	one	thing	
in	your	life	and	experience	
other	things,’	she	said.

Hannah Joye
Bachelor of Science

Finding the 
right balance
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We work closely with leading sport institutions, 
academies and professional sporting teams  
to develop pathways for students and elite 
athletes. These partnerships open the door  
for internships, research and professional 
opportunities, and new avenues of learning.

Sporting  
partnerships

Exclusive 
internships

Griffith	University	is	proud	to	be	an	
Official	Partner	of	the	Gold	Coast	2018	
Commonwealth	Games	(GC2018).	
Through	this	partnership,	hundreds		
of	Griffith	students	have	access	to	
exclusive	internships	relating	to	a	broad	
range	of	study	areas,	ranging	from	
engineering	and	IT	to	business	and	
journalism	to	health	and	environmental	
planning.	Student	interns,	like	sports	
management	and	international	business	
student	Tan	Nguyen,	have	the	unique	
opportunity	to	be	closely	involved		
in	planning	for	the	biggest	event	in	
Australia	this	decade.	

Tan Nguyen
Bachelor of Business /Bachelor of 
International Business
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Queensland Academy of Sport
Griffith	fosters	a	strong	and	important	alliance	with	the	
Queensland	Academy	of	Sport	(QAS),	engaging	the	Centre	
of	Excellence	for	Applied	Sports	Science	Research	through	
project,		research	affiliates,	and	scholarship	support.		
Griffith’s	alliance	with	the	QAS	encompasses	all	of	our	
academic	areas,	focusing	on	innovative	and	integrative	
research	that	is	fundamental	to	a	successful	high-performance		
sport	system	and	elite	athletic	performance.	

Brisbane Roar
Under	our	partnership	with	the	Brisbane	Roar,	the	A-League	
team	use	our	facilities	as	a	training	base	in	Brisbane.		
The	partnership	also	opens	further	pathways	for	the	
development	of	younger	footballers	from	across	the	region.
Brisbane	Roar	and	Australian	Matildas	players	Tameka	Butt		
and	Clare	Polkinghorne	study	at	Griffith,	and	the	club’s		
Young	Socceroo	and	Hyundai	A-League	striker	Brandon	
Borrello	is	a	Griffith	business	student.

Gold Coast Academy of Sport
The	Gold	Coast	Academy	of	Sport	and	Griffith	University	have	
built	a	close	working	relationship	through	collaboration	and	
the	sharing	of	ideas,	knowledge	and	facilities.	Workshops	for	
high	school	students	and	pre-elite	athletes	educate	students	
on	the	various	facets	of	elite	sport	including	nutrition,	media	
training,	leadership,	public	speaking,	ethics	and	balancing	life	
and	sport.

NRL Graduates of League
Graduates	of	League	is	an	NRL	initiative	where	Griffith	
facilitates	tutoring	and	study	support	for	players	from	the	
Brisbane	Broncos	and	Gold	Coast	Titans	who	are	studying		
at	Griffith	University.	An	agreement	with	the	NRL,	the		
club	and	the	Sports	College	ensures	that	these	players		
receive	support	throughout	their	degree.	Gold	Coast		
Titans	player	Ryan	James	has	recently	graduated	with		
a	Griffith	business	degree.

Swimming Australia
Griffith	University	at	the	Gold	Coast	has	been	named	as	a	
Swimming	Australia	supported	High	Performance	Centre.	
This	partnership	allows	Swimming	Australia’s	top	athletes	to	
train	at	the	aquatic	centre	on	campus	and	take	advantage	of	
services	offered	by	Griffith	staff	and	students.	Students	have	
opportunities	to	gain	experience	within	a	high	performance	
program,	along	with	research	and	delivery	of	sports	science/
sports	medicine.	

Gold Coast Titans
Gold	Cost	based	NRL	team,	the	Gold	Coast	Titans	is	one	of	
several	sporting	organisations	that	value	partnerships	with	
universities.	Our	partnership	with	the	Titans	includes	student	
internships	in	a	number	of	disciplines,	sports	science/sports	
medicine	servicing,	research	and	engagement	in	specialist	
areas	of	high	performance	sport.

Brisbane Roar and Australian Matildas midfielder Tameka 
Butt is studying a Master of Business/Master of Marketing  
at Griffith. She also represented Australia in women’s 
football at the Rio 2016 Olympics. Tameka hopes her 
academic achievements will complement her sporting 
career. ‘I am hoping my university degrees will help  
me grow the exposure of women in sport and create  
a new culture of how the public perceives it,’ she said. 

Tameka Butt
Master of Business/Master of Marketing
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Our generous scholarships help 
students excel in their chosen 
sport as well as in their studies. 

Scholarships

Going for gold

Griffith	student	and	elite	para-athlete	Rowan	Crothers		
was	one	of	the	first	to	receive	a	Griffith	University	and		
Gold	Coast	2018	Commonwealth	Games	Sporting	Excellence	
Scholarship.	Rowan	won	gold	in	the	Glasgow	2014	
Commonwealth	Games	in	the	100	m	freestyle,	which	he	said	
was	the	highlight	of	his	sporting	career.	‘Not	just	for	the	medal	
but	for	the	experience	of	taking	part	in	a	fully	inclusive	sporting	
team	on	the	world	stage,’	he	said.	‘My	wish	is	that	in	the	future	
there	will	be	more	opportunities	for	this	kind	of	inclusiveness	
and	hopefully	the	skills	I	gain	studying	at	Griffith	will	also	help	
me	promote	the	positive	outcomes	for	communities	gained		
by	creating	these	kinds	of	inclusive	events.’	Rowan	said	the	
scholarship	would	allow	him	to	focus	on	his	studies	and	
demanding	training	schedule	without	worrying	about	the		
extra	burden	of	costs	associated	with	studying.

Rowan Crothers
Bachelor of Public Relations and Communication

Help to reach your full potential
Each	year	Griffith	University	and	its	partners	provide	more	
than	$40	million	in	direct	financial	support	to	help	new	and	
continuing	students	successfully	complete	their	degrees.	

Over	600	scholarships	are	available,	and	they	can	cover	tuition	
fees,	education	and	related	travel	costs,	and	living	expenses.		
We	offer	academic	scholarships	(based	largely	on	grades),	
equity	scholarships	(that	consider	your	background	and		
financial	position)	and	sport	scholarships	(for	high-level
athletes).	We	also	offer	some	scholarships	specifically		
to	support	Aboriginal	and	Torres	Strait	Islander	students.

Find a scholarship for you
Whether	you’re	starting	new	in	2018,	returning	after	a	break,		
or	continuing	your	studies,	there	may	be	a	scholarship	that’s		
right	for	you.	Our	website	has	an	easy	search	tool	that	will		
help	match	you	to	the	right	scholarship.	You	can	apply		
for	and	receive	more	than	one	scholarship.	To	apply	online,		
and	for	more	details	about	scholarships,	visit	griffith.edu.au/
scholarships	or	email	scholarships@griffith.edu.au. If	you		
are	an	international	student	studying	high	school	in	Australia,		
visit	griffith.edu.au/international-scholarships	or	email		
finaid-scholarships@griffith.edu.au for	scholarship	information.

Make	sure	you	check	the	closing	dates	carefully,	as	these		
vary	between	scholarships.	Most	scholarship	applications		
open	mid-July.
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Griffith sports scholarships
We	have	a	variety	of	sports	scholarships	that	can	help	you	meet	study	and	living-related	costs	so	you	can	focus	on	achieving	
peak	performance,	whether	it’s	on	the	field,	in	the	pool	or	in	the	classroom.	Visit	griffith.edu.au/scholarships	for	more	details	
and	to	see	our	full	range	of	scholarships.	

ADAM SCOTT FOUNDATION SPORTS BUSINESS SCHOLARSHIP

Overview
This	scholarship	is	for	students	who	have	overcome	adversities	in	their	life	and	are	passionate	about	business	
and	sport

Award Payment	of	student	contribution	(HECS)	charges	for	up	to	three	years	

Eligibility
The	scholarship	is	open	to	Australian	citizens	commencing	a	Bachelor	of	Business	degree	majoring	in	sport	
management	or	event	management	

CLEM JONES SCHOLARSHIP

Overview
This	scholarship	is	for	students	from	low-socioeconomic	backgrounds	with	high	levels	of	sporting	and		
academic	ability

Award $9,000

Eligibility The	scholarship	is	open	to	Australian	citizens	or	permanent	residents	studying	a	Griffith	undergraduate	degree

GRIFFITH SPORTS EXCELLENCE SCHOLARSHIP

Overview This	scholarship	is	for	students	who	have	demonstrated	excellence	in	sport

Award $5,000–$28,000	and	membership	to	Griffith	Sports	College

Eligibility
The	scholarship	is	open	to	Australian	citizens,	permanent	residents	or	humanitarian	visa	holders	competing		
at	an	elite	sporting	level	and	studying	a	Griffith	undergraduate	or	postgraduate	degree	

GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY AND GOLD COAST 2018 COMMONWEALTH GAMES SPORTING EXCELLENCE SCHOLARSHIP

Overview
This	scholarship	is	available	to	students	of	any	Commonwealth	country	or	territory	who	are	an	elite	athlete	in		
a	sport	featured	at	the	Gold	Coast	2018	Commonwealth	Games	and	want	to	undertake	study	or	research		
at	Griffith	University

Award
Full	fee	waiver	plus	accommodation,	educational	and	living	expenses	up	to	$29,700	for	the	minimum	duration	
of	the	degree

Eligibility
The	scholarship	is	open	to	Australian	citizens,	permanent	residents,	permanent	humanitarian	visa	holders,		
New	Zealand	citizens	and	international	students	of	any	Commonwealth	nation	or	territory	commencing	a	
Griffith	undergraduate,	postgraduate	or	PhD	degree

GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY AND GOLD COAST 2018 COMMONWEALTH GAMES SCHOLARSHIP

Overview
This	scholarship	is	available	to	students	of	any	Commonwealth	country	or	territory	who	wish	to	undertake	
study	or	research	at	Griffith	University	in	a	sport	or	event-related	area

Award
Full	fee	waiver	plus	accommodation,	educational	and	living	expenses	up	to	$29,700	for	the	minimum	duration	
of	the	degree

Eligibility
The	scholarship	is	open	to	Australian	citizens,	permanent	residents,	permanent	humanitarian	visa	holders,		
New	Zealand	citizens	and	international	students	of	any	Commonwealth	nation	or	territory	commencing	a	
Griffith	undergraduate,	postgraduate	or	PhD	degree

SUNNYBANK SENIOR RUGBY CLUB ANNUAL SCHOLARSHIP

Overview This	scholarship	is	available	to	students	who	are	members	of	the	Sunnybank	Senior	Rugby	Club	

Award Up	to	$5,000

Eligibility
The	scholarship	is	open	to	Australian	citizens,	permanent	residents	or	permanent	humanitarian	visa	holders	
who	are	members	of	the	Sunnybank	Senior	Rugby	Club	and	studying	a	Griffith	undergraduate	or		
postgraduate	degree
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Play sport

As a student, you can represent Griffith in 
university sporting competitions through events 
such as the University Games (Unigames), or join 
one of our sporting teams and take part in social 
sport competitions. For an overview of all the  
sport and fitness options available at Griffith,  
visit griffith.edu.au/sport

Sporting clubs and events

Social sport
Weekly	sport	competitions	for	a	wide	range	of	sports—
including	soccer,	basketball,	netball,	touch	football	and	
volleyball—are	hosted	on	campus	throughout	the	year.	
Seasons	run	for	about	10	weeks	at	a	time	including	finals,		
and	there	are	up	to	six	seasons	a	year.	Find	out	more	at	
griffith.edu.au/social-sport

Clubs
Griffith	sporting	clubs	are	run	for	students	by	students	and	
offer	the	chance	to	enjoy	different	levels	of	competitive	
intensity	and	social	events.	We	have	a	range	of	clubs	already	
established,	from	AFL	and	athletics	to	ultimate	frisbee	and	
volleyball.	And	if	we	don’t	have	a	club	you	like,	we	can	help	
you	start	a	new	one.	Student	club	committees	are	provided	
with	training,	guidance	and	support	throughout	the	year.	
Volunteering	on	a	committee	is	extremely	beneficial		
to	students	as	it	builds	leadership	and	teamwork	skills.		
Find	out	more	at	griffith.edu.au/sport-clubs

Unigames 
You	can	represent	Griffith	in	more	than	30	sports	and	
compete	against	other	universities	at	Unigames.	Griffith	staff	
will	help	you	in	the	lead	up	to	the	games	and	throughout	the	
competition,	including	assistance	with	registration,	trials,	
training,	uniforms,	merchandise,	accommodation,	team	
bonding	events,	travel	and	more.	In	2015,	Griffith	ranked	
second	out	of	the	42	universities	competing	at	Unigames	and	
we’re	always	on	the	lookout	for	new	talent	to	help	us	take	out	
that	top	spot!	Find	out	more	at	griffith.edu.au/unigames

Events
We	run	a	number	of	different	sporting	events	for	students	
and	non-students	on	campus	throughout	the	year,	from	
swimathons	to	fun	runs	and	more.	Some	key	events	include	
the	Nathan	Dash,	a	660	m	sprint	through	the	heart	of	the	
Nathan	campus,	and	the	Toohey	Trail	Run,	a	5	km,	10	km	
or	half	marathon	trail	run	from	the	Nathan	campus	through	
Toohey	Forest.	If	competing	isn’t	your	thing,	you	can	always	
volunteer	in	our	Griffith	Sport	Event	Leaders	program	and	help	
us	carry	out	these	great	events	on	campus.	Find	out	more	at	
griffith.edu.au/sport-events

Sporting facilities
Our	sports	and	fitness	facilities	are	open	to	our	students,		
staff	and	the	local	community.	For	more	details	on	each	of		
our	facilities,	visit	griffith.edu.au/sport/play-sport

Athletics track, Gold Coast
An	all-weather	training	and	competition	venue,	the	track	
features	a	synthetic	running	surface,	covered	grandstand,		
full	throwing	cage	for	hammer	and	discus,	pole	vaulting	and	
water	jump	areas,	kiosk	and	photo	finish	capabilities.

Aquatic centre, Gold Coast
The	newly	opened	aquatic	centre	on	the	Gold	Coast	campus	
features	an	Olympic-sized	heated	swimming	pool	and	
functional	fitness	training	area.	

Aquatic and fitness centre, Mt Gravatt
With	a	heated	eight-lane	25	m	lap	pool,	café	and	state-of-
the-art	gym	with	personal	trainers,	the	aquatic	and	fitness	
centre	at	our	Mt	Gravatt	campus	is	open	year-round.		
The	centre	also	offers	a	timetable	of	group	aqua	aerobics	
classes	and	swim	squad	training	sessions.	

Fitness centre, Gold Coast 
Uni	Fitness	at	our	Gold	Coast	campus	offers	a	fully	equipped	
gym	with	cardio	machines	and	free	weights.	The	group	fitness	
timetable	features	classes	such	as	body	combat,	yoga	and	high-
intensity	cycling.	Personal	training	sessions	are	also	available		
and	the	front	desk	stocks	a	range	of	supplements	and	drinks.	

There are many opportunities to engage with 
sport at Griffith. With a range of world-class 
facilities, clubs and competitions, there are 
plenty of ways to stay at the top of your game. 
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Fitness centre, Nathan
Featuring	a	complete	range	of	workout	equipment,	from	the	
latest	cardiovascular	machines	to	plate-loaded	free	weights,	
the	fitness	centre	at	our	Nathan	campus	also	offers	personal	
training	and	physiotherapy	services.	The	centre	also	runs		
a	timetable	of	group	fitness	classes	including	boxing,		
Zumba	and	Pilates.	

Multisport complex, Nathan
With	four	fully	lit	synthetic	grass	fields,	the	multisport	
complex	at	the	base	of	our	Nathan	campus	hosts	competitions	
such	as	five-a-side	soccer.	The	fields’	innovative	design	
ensures	they	are	never	washed	out	in	rain	and	the	facility		
also	has	cricket	nets	and	a	kiosk	with	viewing	deck.	

Recreation hall, Mt Gravatt
Ideal	for	sports	such	as	basketball,	netball	and	volleyball,	the	
recreation	hall	at	Mt	Gravatt	campus	also	hosts	a	badminton	
competition	and	is	open	seven	days.	

Sports fields, Logan, Mt Gravatt and Nathan
Suitable	for	sports	such	as	football	and	soccer,	our	sporting	
fields	at	Logan,	Mt	Gravatt	and	Nathan	can	be	hired	any	day		
of	the	week.	Our	Logan	and	Nathan	campuses	have	two	sports	
fields	and	Mt	Gravatt	has	one.	

Squash courts, Nathan
The	squash	courts	at	our	Nathan	campus	are	open	seven	days.	
Bookings	can	be	made	via	the	Nathan	fitness	centre.	

Tennis centre, Mt Gravatt
Our	world-class	16-court	tennis	centre	at	the	Mt	Gravatt	
campus	offers	a	vibrant	and	welcoming	environment	with	
professional	and	experienced	staff.	The	facility	also	has	a	fully	
equipped	pro	shop	and	café.	

Workout room, Logan
Equipped	with	cardio	machines	and	pin-loaded	resistance	
equipment,	the	workout	room	at	our	Logan	campus	also	offers	
personal	training	sessions	and	group	fitness	opportunities.

‘The popularity of women’s sevens rugby has 
just boomed in Queensland since Rio. This series 
will be a great platform at uni level for players  
to get a taste of what it’s like at the elite level.’

Competitive edge

Griffith	University	is	one	of	eight	teams	the	Australian	Rugby	
Union	has	named	to	compete	in	the	Women’s	National	Sevens	
University	Series.	Members	of	the	Australian	Women’s	Sevens	
squad	will	be	divided	up	between	the	teams,	each	comprising	a	
mix	of	students	and	non-students.	Griffith	graduate	Shannon	
Parry,	who	co-captained	the	Australian	Women’s	Sevens	team	
to	gold	at	the	2016	Rio	Olympics,	said	the	move	was	a	major		
step	forward	for	rugby	sevens.	Griffith	business	student		
Lauren	Brown	is	likely	to	be	among	the	Griffith	students	who	
will	make	up	50%	of	the	University’s	squad.	Lauren	recently	
came	to	the	attention	of	scouts	for	the	national	squad	while	
playing	for	the	Brisbane-based	Tribe	Sevens	Rugby	Club.

Lauren Brown
Bachelor of Business
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Griffith  
Sports College

Griffith University went to the 2016 Rio Olympics with 
the biggest contingent of students and alumni of any 
Australian university. Competing against the best in  
the world, Griffith was named in the top 10 universities 
for gold medals and number one in Australia. 

Dedicated support
Griffith	is	a	leader	in	supporting	elite	athlete	students.	Through	
the	Griffith	Sports	College	(GSC),	we	provide	dedicated	assistance	
for	more	than	500	student	athletes,	helping	them	successfully	
balance	the	high	demands	of	elite	sport	and	university	life.

As	part	of	the	Australian	Institute	of	Sport’s	Elite	Athlete	Friendly	
University	network,	we	work	one-on-one	with	students	and	
directly	with	teaching	staff	to	provide	a	supportive	network		
for	athletes.

College benefits
•	 Personalised	degree	advice	and	course	planning
•	 Timetabling	assistance	to	allow	for	sporting	commitments	
•	 Class	attendance	flexibility
•	 Assessment	and	exam	benefits,	such	as	extensions,	

deferred	or	alternate	arrangements
•	 Support	with	special	consideration	requests
•	 Flexibility	to	study	interstate	with	online	options
•	 Sports-specific	benefits,	including	access	to	on-campus	

sporting	facilities
•	 Sports	science/sports	medicine	servicing	

Study and sport go hand in hand for Paralympian basketballer Matt 
McShane. Even though studying while preparing for the Rio Paralympics 
was a challenge, he says study helps balance his life. ‘If I’m ever frustrated 
with sport, study helps to give me a break and studying something I love 
gives me something to look forward to after my sporting career,’ he said. 
‘I’m fortunate to have the Griffith Sports College supporting me.  
There’s plenty of help available and it makes life easier.’ 

Matt McShane 
Bachelor of Industrial Design

Gold-medal staff
Griffith	Sports	College	has	a	wealth	of	sporting	and	academic	
knowledge	within	its	staff	team,	including	Olympic	gold	
medalists	director	Duncan	Free	OAM	and	manager	Naomi	
McCarthy	(nee	Castle)	OAM.	Duncan	and	Naomi	are	both	
Griffith	alumni	and	understand	the	demands	athletes	face	
juggling	training	and	competition	with	study.	They	can		
provide	relevant	mentoring	and	direct	athlete	support.	

Top-level athletes
The	College’s	distinguished	alumni	includes	more	than	50	
Olympians,	Paralympians	and	Commonwealth	Games	athletes.	
Our	current	elite	athletes	include	AFL	player	Tom	Lynch,	
A-League	player	Brandon	Borello	and	champion	swimmers	
Cameron	McEvoy	and	Emma	McKeon.	

Eligibility
If	you	compete	at	state,	national	or	international	levels	in	your	
sport,	you	may	be	eligible	to	join	Griffith	Sports	College.	Elite	
athletes	are	identified	as	participating	in	an	AIS	and	Griffith	
University-recognised	sport.	We	base	eligibility	on	advice	from	
state	and	national	sporting	organisations,	professional	sporting	
clubs	or	recognised	player	associations.	

How to apply
You	can	download	an	application	for	Griffith	Sports	College		
at	griffith.edu.au/griffith-sports-college

We’re proud to be one of the most  
athlete-friendly universities in Australia. 
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Internships and industry placements
Internships	and	placements	give	you	the	chance	to	learn	in	
a	real-life	setting,	observe	professionals	and	ask	questions.	
Through	the	work-integrated	learning	programs	in	many	of		
our	degrees,	you	can	gain	practical	experience	working	on	
projects	for	real	clients	and	make	critical	industry	contacts.	

Careers and employment events 
A	range	of	industry	events	and	networking	functions	
throughout	the	year	give	you	the	opportunity	to	meet	
professionals	and	potential	employers	from	the	field	you	are	
hoping	to	enter.	Enhance	your	profile	in	your	industry	before	
you	graduate	and	give	yourself	the	best	chance	of	success.	
Events	are	listed	at	griffith.edu.au/careers

Employment assistance 
At	Griffith,	you	don’t	need	to	wait	until	you	graduate	to	get	
started	on	your	career.	Our	Careers	and	Employment	Service	
can	help	you	find	a	part-time	job	while	you’re	studying	and	
give	you	tips	for	landing	your	first	graduate	job.	You	can		
also	sign	up	with	Griffith	UniTemps	to	source	general		
and	degree-related	opportunities	with	local	businesses.		
Find	out	more	at	griffith.edu.au/careers 

Whether you’re preparing for your future 
career, or looking for a casual or part-time 
job while you’re studying, we can help. 

Kick start  
your career

Mentoring and leadership
The	Griffith	Industry	Mentoring	Program	can	link	you	with	
industry	professionals	around	the	world.	Our	mentors	can	
help	you	gain	a	deeper	understanding	of	your	study	area	and	
connect	you	to	a	world	of	opportunity.	If	you’re	a	motivated	
student,	you	may	also	join	one	of	our	leadership	programs	
and	participate	in	a	variety	of	development	activities	and	
contribute	to	University	events.

Expand your horizons
Through	our	Global	Mobility	Program,	we	offer	a	variety	
of	global	learning	experiences	to	diversify	your	degree,	
make	international	connections	and	enhance	your	graduate	
outcomes.	You	may	have	the	opportunity	to	spend	as	little	
as	one	week	or	as	long	as	one	year	in	an	overseas	program	as	
part	of	your	study.	See	griffith.edu.au/go-global	for	details.	

A five-week trip as part of an aid mission to Malawi 
was an eye-opener for exercise science graduate 
Cody Waldon. As part of a team of Griffith Health 
students, his work included setting up outreach 
clinics to provide disability assessments and physio 
treatment in local villages. ‘Although they did see 
our presence as a great opportunity to learn from 
us, we also learned a great deal from them, not 
least the ability to get some great results from 
using the most simple tools.’ 

Cody Waldon
Bachelor of Exercise Science
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Depending on your desired focus, you can select a degree with a particular major and minor or specialisation.  
See from page 16 for more information on each of our sports-related degrees and study areas. 

At Griffith, you can study and specialise  
in various aspects of sport via a range of 
undergraduate and postgraduate degrees.

Study sport

At	Griffith,	you’ll	learn	in	and	out	of	the	classroom,	with	teaching	methods	tailored	to	suit	the	needs	of	your	degree.		
You	might	also	learn	through	work	placements,	field	trips,	industry	projects	for	real	clients	or	laboratory	work,		
giving	you	the	chance	to	put	what	you	learn	into	practice.

TO FOCUS ON… YOU COULD STUDY…

Physiotherapy

Bachelor	of	Physiotherapy

Master	of	Physiotherapy

Master	of	Musculoskeletal	and	Sports	Physiotherapy

Exercise	science	
Bachelor	of	Exercise	Science

Graduate	Diploma	of	Exercise	Science

Sport	development Bachelor	of	Sport	Development

Sport	management

Bachelor	of	Business	majoring	in	sport	management

Bachelor	of	International	Tourism	and	Hotel	Management	with	a	second	major	in		
sport	management

Master	of	Business	specialising	in	sport	management

Sport	technology

Bachelor	of	Engineering	(Honours)	majoring	in	electronic	engineering	with	a	minor	in		
sport	technology

Master	of	Electronic	and	Sports	Engineering

Health	and	physical	education

Bachelor	of	Education	majoring	in	primary	education	with	a	minor	in	health	and		
physical	education

Bachelor	of	Education	majoring	in	secondary	education	and	a	teaching	area	in		
health	and	physical	education

Master	of	Secondary	Teaching
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15For	dual	Olympian	Ashleigh	
Southern,	the	support	of	
Griffith	Sports	College	has	
been	crucial	to	her	studies.	

The	water	polo	player	and	Bachelor	
of	Business	student	wasn’t	sure	she	
could	continue	her	studies	while	
competing	at	the	2016	Olympics	
in	Rio,	but	the	Griffith	Sports	
College	helped	make	it	possible.	

‘They	organised	with	my	lecturers	
when	I	would	come	back	and	
do	all	the	assignments,	so	I	just	
slipped	straight	back	in—they	
were	really	supportive,’	she	said.
‘It	wouldn’t	have	been	possible	
without	Griffith	Sports	College	
to	be	able	to	compete	in	the	
Olympics	and	come	away	with	
a	good	result	in	my	studies.’	

Ashleigh Southern
Bachelor of Business

Support to 
succeed

Study	sport



Physiotherapy and  
exercise science

Our physiotherapy and exercise science  
degrees pave the way for careers in community 
and sports organisations, rehabilitation,  
health promotion and sports medicine.

If you’d like to work as a physiotherapist or exercise scientist, or further specialise in this field,  
one of the following programs could be for you.
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PREREQUISITES CUT‑OFFS 2017

QTAC UAC QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Bachelor of Physiotherapy*

225432 N/A N 4F 1

English	(4,SA)	
Assumed:	Maths	B	(4,	SA),	
one	of	Biology,	Chemistry,		
or	Physics	

N/A NEW	IN	2018

233722 283342 G 4F 1

English	(4,SA)	
Assumed:	Maths	B	(4,	SA),	
one	of	Biology,	Chemistry,		
or	Physics

Assumed	knowledge:	Any	two	
units	of	English;	Mathematics	
plus	one	of	Biology,	Chemistry	
or	Physics

NEW	IN	2018

What you’ll study
In	the	Bachelor	of	Physiotherapy,	you’ll	undertake	biomedical,	
physical	and	behavioural	science	courses	as	well	as	
physiotherapy	academic	and	clinical	courses.	You’ll	also	learn	
about	health	challenges	of	the	21st	century	and	have	the	
opportunity	to	gain	practical,	hands-on	experience	with	
professional	placements.	Before	graduation,	you’ll	be	required	
to	demonstrate	physiotherapy	knowledge	and	skills	required	for	
entry-level	clinical	physiotherapy	practice.

Professional recognition
As	a	student	of	this	degree,	you’ll	be	eligible	to	become	a	
student	member	of	the	Australian	Physiotherapy	Association	
(APA).	After	you	graduate	you’ll	be	eligible	to	become	a	graduate	
physiotherapist	member	of	this	professional	association.	

*	Accreditation	of	this	degree	is	subject	to	approval	from		
the	accrediting	body.

Career opportunities
You’ll	be	eligible	to	register	to	practice	as	a	physiotherapist	
within	Australia,	following	accreditation.	As	a	physiotherapist,	
you	may	find	work	in	a	variety	of	settings,	including	hospitals,	
private	practices,	community	health	centres,	schools,	sporting	
teams	and	the	armed	forces.	
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PREREQUISITES CUT‑OFFS 2017

QTAC UAC QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Bachelor of Exercise Science

233322	 283305 G 3F 1/2
English	(4,SA),	one	of	Biology,	
Chemistry,	Physics	or		
Maths	B	(4,SA)

One	of	Biology,	Physics,	Chemistry	
or	Mathematics	
Assumed:	any	two	units	of	English

14 69 66.45

What you’ll study
You’ll	gain	skills	and	knowledge	in	the	physical,	biomedical	
and	psychological	sciences	needed	to	become	an	exercise	
specialist.	You	will	also	learn	the	role	of	exercise	in	health	
maintenance	and	rehabilitation.	The	program	also	includes	
the	opportunity	to	bring	your	learning	to	life	in	a	professional	
practice	placement.	

Professional recognition
As	a	graduate,	you	may	be	eligible	for	accreditation	as	an	
exercise	scientist	with	Exercise	and	Sport	Science	Australia	
(subject	to	application).

Career opportunities
You	will	be	prepared	for	work	as:

•	 an	exercise	specialist	for	community	or	sports	organisations
•	 a	clinical	scientist	specialising	in	cardiac,	respiratory	and	

sleep	medicine
•	 a	rehabilitation,	sports	or	recreation	manager
•	 a	strength	and	conditioning	coach,	or	
•	 an	occupational	health	and	safety	officer.	

As	a	graduate,	you	may	also	be	eligible	for	graduate	entry	into	
a	teacher	preparation	degree.

You	may	also	be	eligible	for	admission	to	the	Master	of	
Physiotherapy,	provided	you	have	completed	the	prerequisite	
courses,	met	the	specified	minimum	GPA	and	there	are	sufficient	
places	available.	You	will	also	need	to	attend	an	interview.	

DOUBLE DEGREES  
WITH EXERCISE SCIENCE
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CUT‑OFFS 2017

QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Bachelor	of	Exercise	Science/Bachelor	of	Business 231342 283334 G 4.5F 1 13 71 69.05

Bachelor	of	Exercise	Science/Bachelor	of	Psychological	Science 231642 283335 G 4.5F 1 13 71 69.05

Find	out	more	about	our	double	degrees	at degrees.griffith.edu.au

O
ur degrees
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Postgraduate coursework degrees

Code Campus Duration
Credit 
Points

Start 
trimester Admission requirements

Graduate Diploma of Exercise Science
4157 G 1F 80 1 Related	bachelor	degree	or	higher	and	professional	membership

What you’ll study
This	degree	combines	advanced	exercise	science	coursework	
with	clinical	placement	in	the	area	of	exercise	physiology.	
You’ll	learn	how	to	apply	and	integrate	physiology	knowledge	
and	you	will	gain	the	skills	needed	for	assessing	and	treating	
chronic	disease.	You’ll	also	develop	an	understanding	of	
professional	communication	and	team	relationships	in	the	
clinical	environment.	

Professional recognition
Upon	successful	completion	of	the	Graduate	Diploma	of	
Exercise	Science,	you’ll	be	eligible	to	apply	for	accreditation	
through	Exercise	and	Sports	Science	Australia	(ESSA)	as	an	
Accredited	Exercise	Physiologist.

Career opportunities
You’ll	be	prepared	for	work	in	a	range	of	clinical	settings.	As	an	
accredited	exercise	physiologist,	you’ll	have	opportunities	to	
work	in	a	variety	of	roles	in	the	public	health	sector	or	private	
practice	including	return-to-work	assessment,	functional	
work	testing	and	job	capacity	assessment,	chronic	disease	
management,	group	training	services,	exercise	prescription	
for	special	populations,	weight	loss	management	and	
musculoskeletal	rehabilitation.

Code Campus Duration
Credit 
Points

Start 
trimester Admission requirements

Master of Musculoskeletal and Sports Physiotherapy

5269 G 2P 100 1*	 Related	bachelor	degree	or	higher,	professional	registration	and	relevant	
work	experience

* Next	offered	in	2019

What you’ll study
You’ll	build	on	your	existing	entry-level	physiotherapy	
knowledge	to	learn	about	sports	and	musculoskeletal	
physiotherapy	from	experts	in	special	clinical	and	research	
content	areas.	The	degree	focuses	on	evidence-based	
practice,	advanced	clinical	skills,	and	clinical	reasoning	and	
decision-making	in	musculoskeletal	and	sports	physiotherapy.	

Professional recognition
The	Australian	Physiotherapy	Association	(APA)	recognises	
graduates	of	this	award.

Career opportunities
On	graduation,	you	will	be	eligible	to	apply	for	both	the	
Australian	Physiotherapy	Association	Musculoskeletal	and/
or	Sports	Physiotherapy	titles.	You	can	use	this	qualification	
and	the	knowledge	gained	to	specialise	in	musculoskeletal	and	
sports	physiotherapy.	You	may	find	work	in	private	practices	
or	hospitals,	or	have	association	with	sporting	teams	and	
community	organisations	with	a	focus	on	sport	and	physical	
activity.	You	may	even	consult	to	industry	or	government,		
or	be	involved	in	teaching	and/or	research.
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Code Campus Duration
Credit 
Points

Start 
trimester Admission requirements

Master of Physiotherapy
5320 G 2F 170 1 Related	bachelor	degree	with	a	5.0	GPA	or	higher

What you’ll study
You’ll	build	on	your	existing	knowledge	of	exercise	science.	
Through	coursework	and	clinical	learning	in	the	core	areas	of	
physiotherapy	practice,	you’ll	develop	the	advanced	clinical	
science	and	physiotherapy	skills	and	knowledge	needed	
for	entry-level	clinical	physiotherapy	practice.	You’ll	also	
develop	an	understanding	of	research	principles	and	methods	
applicable	to	professional	physiotherapy	practice.	You’ll	learn	
how	to	use	current	research	findings,	clinical	reasoning	and	
decision-making	skills	to	apply	creativity	and	initiative	to	new	
situations	in	professional	practice.	

Professional recognition
Upon	graduation	you’ll	be	eligible	to	apply	for	registration		
with	the	Physiotherapy	Board	of	Australia	(via	the	Australian	
Health	Practitioners	Regulation	Agency	(AHPRA))	subject		
to	meeting	any	additional	requirements.	The	Physiotherapy		
Board	of	Australia	and	the	physiotherapy	credentialing	
authority	in	New	Zealand,	by	mutual	recognition,	also	
recognise	graduates	of	this	award.

Career opportunities
As	a	physiotherapist	you	may	find	work	in	hospitals,	private	
practices,	the	defence	force,	aged	care	facilities,	community	
health,	schools	and	sporting	teams.	You	may	also	be	employed	
in	research	or	teaching	positions,	or	as	a	consultant	to	industry	
and	government	bodies,	management,	group	training	services,	
exercise	prescription	for	special	populations,	weight	loss	
management	and	musculoskeletal	rehabilitation.

Griffith alumnus Luke Licht landed his dream job as a physio 
with the Brisbane Lions AFL club before he even graduated. 
Luke said his studies, plus his professional placements 
with the Brisbane Lions and Gold Coast Suns AFL clubs 
throughout his degree, set him up to do exactly what he’d 
always wanted. ‘My education at Griffith was a pretty 
remarkable time,’ he said. ‘The academic side of things  
really pushed me and the professional placements gave  
me the chance to prove myself and aim for my dreams.’

Luke Licht
Master of Physiotherapy

‘The professional placements and 
education at Griffith set me up to 
do exactly what I always wanted.’

O
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Sport  
development
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PREREQUISITES CUT‑OFFS 2017

QTAC UAC QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Bachelor of Sport Development

233562 283329 G 3F/6P 1
English	(4,SA)	
Assumed:	Biology,	Chemistry,	
Physics,	Maths	A	or	Maths	B

Assumed:	any	two	units	of	
English,	one	of	Biology,	Physics,	
Chemistry,	Mathematics	
General	2	or	Mathematics

14 69 66.45

If you’re passionate about sport  
and fitness, our Bachelor of Sport  
Development could be the degree for you.

Studying sport development can provide a solid foundation for work as a sport coach, team manager  
or marketer, or for positions in community organisations promoting health. 

What you’ll study
You’ll	gain	knowledge	of	the	academic	and	applied	aspects	of	
community	sport,	health	and	fitness.	You’ll	learn	about	human	
anatomy	and	physiology,	exercise	and	health	promotion,	
performance	analysis,	fitness	training	and	coaching,	
psychology,	communication	and	management.	The	degree	
builds	upon	our	strong	reputation	in	sports	science,	sports	
management	and	education,	and	you’ll	learn	from	our	highly	
qualified	staff	in	world-class	facilities.	

Honours
Honours	is	available	for	this	degree	(additional	year).

Career opportunities
You	may	find	work	in	community	sport	and	recreation,	
including	positions	such	as	health	promotion	officer	or	
development	officer	within	amateur	and	professional	sporting	
organisations.	You	may	also	gain	work	as	part	of	the	program	
staff	or	management	at	sport	and	recreation	centres	and	
resorts,	as	an	executive	officer	with	national	and	state	
sporting	organisations,	as	an	event	manager	or	coordinator,		
or	as	a	sport	marketing	and	media	officer.

For up-and-coming hockey player Rosie Malone, Griffith Sports College has 
helped with the transition to elite sport and tertiary study. ‘I was so surprised 
and fortunate to come to Griffith University because the Sports College has 
helped me so much with my studies. They are able to reorganise my exam 
timetables, talk to my lecturers and conveners, and make performing well so 
much more achievable.’ Rosie said studying a Bachelor of Sport Development 
tied in perfectly with her passion for sport. ‘You get to go out and do pracs 
at schools and sports facilities, and everything to do with my course is 
relevant and interesting so it’s a great opportunity for me.’ 

Rosie Malone
Bachelor of Sport Development 
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Sport  
management

If you love sport and would like to study business 
or management, a focus on sport management 
could turn your passion into a career. 
You can study sport management as a major in our Bachelor of Business and Bachelor of International 
Tourism and Hotel Management degrees. If you’ve already studied or worked in the field, you can take 
your knowledge to the next level and specialise in sport management as a part of our Master of Business.
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PREREQUISITES CUT‑OFFS 2017

QTAC UAC QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Bachelor of Business
231851 283123 G 3F/6P 1/2/3 English	(4,SA) Assumed:	any	two	units	of	English 15 67 63.55

227621 N/A N 3F/6P 1/2/3 English	(4,SA) N/A 15 67 N/A

What you’ll study
A	Bachelor	of	Business	gives	you	a	solid	foundation	in	all	
aspects	of	business	plus	in-depth	knowledge	and	experience	
in	your	areas	of	interest.	In	your	first	year,	you’ll	study	
core	business	subjects	including	management,	accounting,	
business	statistics	and	marketing.	In	your	second	year	you	
can	specialise	in	one	of	our	diverse	business	majors,	including	
sport	management.	Studying	sport	management	as	a	major,	
you’ll	develop	specialist	knowledge	of	the	sport	industry	and	
gain	solid	business	skills	to	enable	you	to	manage	professional	
and	not-for-profit	sport	organisations	and	clubs.	You	can	
also	choose	to	expand	your	expertise	with	a	second	business	
or	commerce	major	and	build	a	degree	to	match	your	career	
aspirations.	If	you’re	not	sure	which	majors	to	choose	just	yet,	
that’s	okay.	Once	you	enrol	you	can	try	some	different	courses	
before	you	choose	the	combination	that’s	right	for	you.	

Hands-on learning 
Put	theory	into	practice	with	a	local	or	global	project-based	
internship	or	community	internship.	You’ll	gain	professional	
experience	working	on	a	project	for	a	real	organisation,	plus	
credit	towards	your	degree.	

Honours 
If	you’re	eligible,	at	the	end	of	your	third	year	you’ll	have	the	
option	of	entering	the	honours	program.	Honours	is	a	fourth	
year	of	study	during	which	you’ll	undertake	a	major	research	
project	under	the	supervision	of	an	academic	staff	member.	

Career opportunities 
A	business	degree	gives	you	the	foundation	to	take	your	career	
just	about	anywhere.	Sport	management	graduates	may	find	
opportunities	in	government	departments,	local,	national	
and	international	sporting	clubs	and	event	management	
organisations.	You	may	also	find	positions	in	sport	tourism,	
marketing,	media	and	athlete	representation.
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DOUBLE DEGREES WITH BUSINESS
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CUT‑OFFS 2017

QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Bachelor	of	Arts/Bachelor	of	Business
232412 283540 G 4F 1/2 15 67 63.55

226192 N/A N 4F 1/2 15 67 N/A

Bachelor	of	Business/Bachelor	of	Asian	Studies 227871 N/A N 4F 1 15 67 N/A

Bachelor	of	Business/Bachelor	of	Commerce
231891 283129 G 4F/8P 1/2/3 14 69 66.45

227681 N/A N 4F/8P 1/2/3 14 69 N/A

Bachelor	of	Business/Bachelor	of	Government		
and	International	Relations

235082 283131 G 4F/8P 1/2 15 67 63.55

227842 N/A N 4F/8P 1/2 15 67 N/A

Bachelor	of	Business/Bachelor	of	International	Business
231901 283130 G 4F/8P 1/2/3 15 67 63.55

227691 N/A N 4F/8P 1/2/3 15 67 N/A

Bachelor	of	Engineering	(Honours)/Bachelor	of	Business
234851 283439 G 5F 1/2 11 76 75.00

229221 N/A N 5F 1/2 11 76 N/A

Bachelor	of	Environmental	Science/Bachelor	of	Business
233661 283613 G 4F/8P 1/2 NEW	IN	2018

228831 N/A N 4F/8P 1/2 NEW	IN	2018

Bachelor	of	Exercise	Science/Bachelor	of	Business 231342 283334 G 4.5F 1 13 71 69.05

Bachelor	of	Information	Technology/Bachelor	of	Business
234531 283462 G 4F/8P 1/2 14 69 66.45

228791 N/A N 4F/8P 1/2 14 69 N/A

Bachelor	of	International	Tourism	and	Hotel	Management/
Bachelor	of	Business

235112 283134 G 4F/8P 1/2 15 67 63.55

227862 N/A N 4F/8P 1/2 15 67 N/A

Bachelor	of	Journalism/Bachelor	of	Business
235061 283136 G 4F/8P 1 15 67 63.55

227741 N/A N 4F/8P 1 15 67 N/A

Bachelor	of	Laws/Bachelor	of	Business
231712 283503 G 5.5F 1 8 84 83.70

227602 N/A N 5.5F 1 8 84 N/A

Bachelor	of	Psychological	Science/Bachelor	of	Business
231552 283346 G 4F 1/2 15 67 63.55

222612 N/A M,N 4F 1/2 15 67 N/A

Bachelor	of	Public	Relations	and	Communication/	
Bachelor	of	Business

235051 283138 G 4F/8P 1/2 15 67 63.55

227731 N/A N 4F/8P 1/2 15 67 N/A

Bachelor	of	Science/Bachelor	of	Business
233651 283621 G 4F/8P 1 15 67 63.55

228821 N/A N 4F/8P 1 15 67 N/A

Find	out	more	about	our	double	degrees	at	degrees.griffith.edu.au
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PREREQUISITES CUT‑OFFS 2017

QTAC UAC QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Bachelor of International Tourism and Hotel Management
235101 283126 G 3F/6P 1/2 English	(4,SA) Assumed:	any	two	units	of	English 15 67 63.55

227851 N/A N 3F/6P 1/2 English	(4,SA) N/A 15 67 N/A

What you’ll study
In	this	degree,	you’ll	gain	an	in-depth	understanding	of	the	
tourism	sector,	underscored	by	sustainability	principles	and	have	
the	opportunity	to	major	in	sport	management.	You’ll	develop	
core	business	skills	in	areas	such	as	leadership,	management,	
marketing	and	strategic	management,	and	enhance	these	with	
an	understanding	of	how	to	manage	employment	relations	in	
a	culturally	diverse	context.	Studying	the	sport	management	
major,	you’ll	develop	specialist	knowledge	of	the	sport	
industry	and	gain	solid	business	skills	to	enable	you	to	manage	
professional	and	not-for-profit	sport	organisations	and	clubs.

Thanks	to	Griffith’s	close	working	relationships	with	industry	
leaders,	you’ll	have	the	chance	to	gain	knowledge	from	guest	
speakers	and	experience	via	a	wide	range	of	innovative		
work-integrated	learning	activities.	

You’ll	learn	industry-standard	systems	and	graduate	with	the	
skills	and	knowledge	employers	want,	and	be	fully	aware	of	the	
culture,	service	and	competitive	aspects	of	international	tourism	
and	hotel	corporations.	

Career opportunities 
Sport	is	big	business.	If	you	study	sport	management	as	part		
of	your	degree,	you	may	find	opportunities	in	government	
departments,	local,	national	and	international	sporting	clubs		
and	event	management	organisations.	You	may	also	find	work		
in	sport	tourism,	marketing,	media	and	athlete	representation.		
As	an	international	tourism	and	hotel	management	graduate,		
you’ll	also	be	prepared	for	roles	in	the	tourism,	leisure	and	
hospitality	industry	and	government	tourism	and	regional	
planning	authorities.

Postgraduate coursework degrees

Code Campus Duration
Credit 
Points

Start 
trimester Admission requirements

Master of Business
5628 G 1–1.5F/3P 120 1/2 Related	bachelor	degree	or	higher	with	a	4.0	GPA	or	higher

What you’ll study
Internationally	recognised	as	innovative,	research-informed	
and	practical,	the	Master	of	Business	program	provides	sound	
business	management	knowledge	and	skills	to	meet	the	
challenges	facing	professionals	working	in	sport	management.	

Career opportunities
Studying	sport	management	as	a	specialisation,	you	will	be	
prepared	to	take	advantage	of	new	opportunities	in	sporting	
clubs	and	associations	and	government	authorities.	

POSTGRADUATE DOUBLE 
DEGREES WITH BUSINESS Code Campus Duration

Credit 
Points

Start 
trimester Admission requirements

Master	of	Business/Master	of	Human		
Resource	Management 5637 G 2F/4P 160 1/2 Related	bachelor	degree	

or	higher

Master	of	Business/Master	of	Marketing 5639 G 2F/4P 160 1/2 Related	bachelor	degree	
or	higher

Find	out	more	about	our	double	degrees	at degrees.griffith.edu.au
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PREREQUISITES CUT‑OFFS 2017

QTAC UAC QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)

229231 N/A N 4F/8P 1/2
English	(4,SA),	Maths	B	(4,SA)	
Recommended:	one	of	
Chemistry,	Maths	C	or	Physics

N/A 11 76 N/A

If you’d like to specialise in sport 
technology, an engineering degree  
can help you get there.

Through the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), you can major in electronic engineering and minor in sport 
technology, and open a world of opportunities. In our Master of Electronic and Sport Engineering degree, 
you can further develop your knowledge and skills in sport technology to become a specialist in the field. 

What you’ll study
Our	engineering	degree	will	equip	you	with	the	knowledge	
you	need	to	make	a	positive	contribution	to	an	ever-changing	
world.	This	newly	designed	degree	has	a	strong	focus	on	
learning	by	doing,	with	hands-on	projects	from	your	first	
year.	To	focus	on	sports	technology	as	part	of	your	degree,	
you	can	choose	an	electronic	engineering	major	with	a	
sport	technology	minor.	In	the	electronic	engineering	major,	
you’ll	focus	on	the	development,	construction	and	design	of	
electronic	parts	and	systems,	ranging	from	everyday	items	
to	applications	for	large	corporations	and	industries.	In	the	
sport	technology	minor,	you’ll	study	principles	of	biomedical	
instrumentation,	human	biology	for	engineers,	sports	
instrumentation	and	sports	engineering.	

Degree structure 

First year
You’ll	gain	fundamental	skills,	practical	experience	and	a	
broad	view	of	engineering.	You’ll	study	foundation	courses,	
undertake	project	work	to	develop	your	design	skills	and		
give	you	experience	in	all	areas	of	engineering.	

Second and third year
From	second	year	onwards,	you’ll	focus	on	your	chosen	major,	
which	you	can	complement	with	a	minor	specialisation	to	
create	a	unique	skill	set.

Fourth year
in	your	final	year,	you	will	take	the	skills	gained	in	your	first	three	
years	of	study	and	enhance	your	employment	opportunities	
through	an	engineering	project	placement	with	an	industry	
partner,	locally	or	overseas.	

Professional recognition 
You’ll	graduate	as	a	qualified	professional	with	a	degree	
accredited	by	the	national	engineering	body,	Engineers	Australia.	

Career opportunities 
As	an	electronic	engineer,	you	may	find	opportunities	
in	Australia	and	overseas	undertaking	research,	design,	
development	and	manufacture	of	electronic	systems.	You	
may	also	find	work	with	employers	who	specialise	in	sports	
technology,	computer-based	hardware	and	software	systems.

Sport  Study guide 201824
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CUT-OFFS 2017

QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/Bachelor of Aviation 229251 N/A N 5F/10P 1 NEW IN 2018

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/Bachelor of Business 229221 N/A N 5F/10P 1/2 11 76 N/A

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/ Bachelor of Computer Science 222961 N/A N 5F/10P 1/2 NEW IN 2018

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/ 
Bachelor of Environmental Science 224701 N/A N 5F/10P 1/2 11 76 N/A

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/ 
Bachelor of Information Technology 229211 N/A N 5F/10P 1/2 11 76 N/A

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/Bachelor of Science 229201 N/A N 5F/10P 1/2 11 76 N/A

Find out more about our double degrees at degrees.griffith.edu.au

Postgraduate coursework degrees

Code Campus Duration
Credit 
Points

Start 
trimester Admission requirements

Master of Electronic and Sport Engineering 
5643 N 1-2F/4P 160 1 Related bachelor degree or higher

What you’ll study
In this degree, you’ll gain the advanced core knowledge needed 
in the electronics area, specialising in sport technology. You 
will also develop skills in engineering leadership and research. 
You’ll also have the opportunity to undertake elective courses 
in your area of interest and a full trimester research project. 

Career opportunities
You will be prepared for senior roles in electronic engineering 
and have the skills needed to specialise in sport engineering. 
You may find career opportunities developing new technologies 
with manufacturers, applying technologies within sporting 
organisations, developing new training technology-based 
regimes with elite sport groups or in research bodies.  
You may also find opportunities designing and maintaining 
high-technology equipment for sport training, monitoring  
and rehabilitation purposes.

POSTGRADUATE DOUBLE 
DEGREES WITH ENGINEERING Code Campus Duration

Credit 
Points

Start 
trimester Admission requirements

Master of Electronic and Computer Engineering/ 
Master of Electronic and Sport Engineering 5644 N 2F 160 1/2

Bachelor degree in 
electronic engineering  
or higher 

Find out more about our double degrees at degrees.griffith.edu.au
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PREREQUISITES CUT‑OFFS 2017

QTAC UAC QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Bachelor of Education

232272 283226 G 3.5F 1 English	(4,SA),	Maths	A,	B,		
or	C	(4,SA)

Any	two	units	of	English		
(Band	4	or	higher),	Mathematics	
General	2,	Mathematics	or		
HSC	Mathematics	Extension	1		
or	2	(Band	4	or	higher)

12 74 72.75

223342 N/A M 3.5F 1 English	(4,SA),	Maths	A,	B,		
or	C	(4,SA) N/A 12 74 72.75

261422 N/A L 3.5F 1 English	(4,SA),	Maths	A,	B,		
or	C	(4,SA) N/A 12 74 72.75

If you’d like to work as a primary or 
secondary physical education teacher, then  
an education degree could be right for you. 

Through our Bachelor of Education, you can major in either primary or secondary education and choose 
health and physical education as a minor or teaching area to complement your studies. If you’ve already 
completed a bachelor degree, our Master of Secondary Education can prepare you to become a secondary 
school teacher, with health and physical education as one of your chosen teaching areas. 

What you’ll study
As	a	Bachelor	of	Education	undergraduate,	you’ll	study	a	
foundation	first	year	that	will	provide	you	with	a	thorough	
understanding	of	fundamental	teaching	principles	from	a	
global	perspective,	with	a	focus	on	digital	learning.	You’ll	then	
select	a	major	in	either	primary	or	secondary	education	from	
your	second	year.	You’ll	undertake	professional	practice,		
which	includes	observation	and	participation	in	schools,	
practice	teaching,	internships	and	community	field	studies	
every	year	as	part	of	your	studies,	ensuring	that	you	graduate	
with	a	wealth	of	practical	experience	and	networks.	

Primary education 
You	can	combine	your	primary	education	major	with	a	
second	major	in	health	and	physical	education.	Curriculum	
areas	covered	in	the	primary	education	major	include	history	
and	geography,	the	way	language	develops	and	works,	
mathematics,	science	and	technology,	health	and	physical	
education,	and	the	arts.	

Secondary education
In	addition	to	your	secondary	education	major,	you	can	also	
choose	to	major	in	junior	secondary	education	or	learning	
support.	You	can	also	study	one	teaching	area,	such	as	health	
and	physical	education,	in	addition	to	your	double	major.

Alternatively,	you	can	complement	your	secondary	education	
major	with	two	teaching	areas,	such	as	health	and	physical	
education	and	either	biology,	English,	geography,	history,	
maths	or	visual	arts.	

Professional recognition
As	a	graduate,	you	will	be	eligible	to	apply	for	registration	with	
the	Queensland	College	of	Teachers.

Sport  Study guide 201826



Postgraduate coursework degrees

Code Campus Duration
Credit 
Points

Start 
trimester Admission requirements

Master of Secondary Teaching
5700 G,M 1.5F 160 1 Non-related	bachelor	degree	or	higher	with	a	4.0	GPA	or	higher

What you’ll study
If	you’re	a	graduate	from	a	non-education	background,	this	
degree	will	give	you	the	necessary	skills	and	knowledge	needed	
to	become	a	secondary	school	teacher.	As	part	of	your	degree,	
you’ll	nominate	two	teaching	areas,	one	of	which	can	be	health	
and	physical	education.
	
You	will	learn	the	theory	and	practice	of	teaching,	as	well	as	
characteristics	of	learners	and	teachers	and	the	social	contexts	
of	education.	The	degree	also	includes	professional	experience	
in	secondary	school	settings.	Accelerated	over	1.5	years,	this	
degree	will	enable	you	to	apply	for	teacher	registration	six	
months	earlier	than	graduates	from	other	universities.

Program accreditation 
Professional	accreditation	is	currently	being	sought	with	the	
Queensland	College	of	Teachers.	Once	accredited,	graduates	
will	be	eligible	to	apply	for	registration	with	the	Queensland	
College	of	Teachers.	This	qualification	is	recognised	nationally.

Career opportunities
You’ll	be	qualified	to	teach	students	in	public	and	private	
secondary	schools	anywhere	in	Australia,	as	well	as	at	
equivalent	levels	overseas.

Griffith	education	graduate	Shaun	McLean	loves	working	with	children	
and	working	in	sport.	As	the	Director	of	Volleyball	at	Brisbane’s	Anglican	
Church	Grammar	School	he	oversees	the	management	of	21	coaches	
and	195	students.	He	is	also	Director	of	the	Strength	and	Conditioning	
program	which	includes	gym	and	field-based	training	programs.		
‘I	was	impressed	with	the	physical	education	component	of	my	Griffith	
program,’	Shaun	said.	‘The	knowledge	and	assistance	provided	by	
Griffith	to	unpack	the	curriculum	was	comprehensive	and	beneficial		
to	my	personal	development	as	a	classroom	teacher.’	Shaun’s	advice	to	
prospective	health	and	physical	education	teachers	is	to	start	building	
a	network	of	health	and	sporting	contacts	and	an	experience	portfolio.	
‘Volunteering	is	the	best	way	to	be	viewed	by	potential	employers	in		
the	field	and	shows	initiative,	enthusiasm	and	a	work	ethic.’	

Shaun McLean
Griffith education graduate

Career opportunities
You	will	be	prepared	for	a	career	as	a	teacher	in	the	public	or	
private	sector,	which	can	lead	to	senior	positions	such	as	a	
head	of	department	or	principal.	An	education	qualification	is	
also	a	good	foundation	for	many	areas	of	work.	Rather	than	
teaching	in	schools,	you	could	choose	to	follow	a	different	
pathway	and	you	may	find	work	in	industry	and	government	
training	settings,	outdoor	education,	educational	research,	
education	policy,	or	consultancy.

Griffith	University	has	the	highest	education	graduate	success	
rates	in	Australia.	Our	graduates	are	in	demand	and	find	
employment	in	the	independent,	Catholic	and	state	education	
systems	in	Queensland	as	well	as	overseas.	Students	wishing	
to	seek	teacher	registration	in	another	state	should	seek	
advice	from	that	state’s	appropriate	professional	body.
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Sport  
research

Griffith is a member of the Innovative 
Research Universities group and ranks
in the top 3% of universities worldwide.

Our research covers all aspects of sport, from 
performance to participation and results to recovery. 
Our world-leading sports scientists work within 
cutting-edge facilities to develop new knowledge 
that benefits sportspeople and the general public. 
We also offer higher degrees by research. 

Game-changing developments
Researchers	at	Griffith’s	School	of	Allied	Health	Sciences		
are	leading	the	way	in	a	range	of	issues.	Sports	scientists		
and	dietitians	are	investigating	how	we	can	push	the		
limits	of	human	performance	by	using	dietary	and		
cognitive-training	interventions	as	well	as	program	
manipulation	and	extreme	environments.	

Our	world-renowned	neuromusculoskeletal	biomechanics	
researchers	are	using	ground-breaking	new	intelligent	
technology	to	advance	the	treatment	and	rehabilitation		
of	muscle/tendon	injuries	in	athletes	to	help	minimise		
time	spent	on	the	sideline.	

A	prevailing	theme	in	Griffith’s	high	performance	sports	
research	is	the	examination	of	female	athletes	that	brings	
together	interdisciplinary	teams	including	endocrinologists,	
bone-health	specialists,	dieticians,	sports	scientist,	
psychologists,	and	coaches	to	help	understand	the	unique	
responses	to	exercise	and	adaptations	to	training	observed		
in	elite-female	athletes.		

Technological advances
Griffith	School	of	Engineering	conducts	multidisciplinary	
research	into	human	and	sport	technologies	to	develop	
portable	sensors	that	monitor	human	movement	and	sports	
performance.	This	research	also	led	to	the	creation	of	
Sports	and	Biomedical	Engineering	Laboratories	(SABEL)—
an	enterprise	and	research	group	that	develops	wearable	
technologies.	We	also	reach	into	the	wider	local	and	
international	community	as	a	member	of	the	Queensland	
Sports	Technology	Cluster,	the	Australian	Sports	Technologies	
Network	and	the	International	Sports	Engineering	Association.

Respected results
Griffith’s	Department	of	Tourism,	Sport	and	Hotel	Management	
provides	innovative	marketing	and	management	solutions	to	
business,	community	and	government.	The	Department	has		
led	research	for	a	number	of	major	organisations	including		
the	International	Olympic	Committee,	World	Anti-Doping	
Agency,	Australian	Football	League,	Australian	Rugby	Union		
and	Australian	Department	of	Health	and	Aging.

Higher degrees by research
As	a	higher	degree	by	research	(HDR)	candidate	at	Griffith,	
you’ll	have	opportunities	to	learn	from	researchers	who	are	
making	significant	contributions	to	real	world	21st	century	
challenges	and	priority	issues.

We	have	a	comprehensive	portfolio	of	research	centres	
and	institutes,	across	five	campuses,	to	accommodate	your	
individual	research	interests.	We’re	committed	to	providing	
high	quality	research	training	and	unique	opportunities	for	
you	to	explore	collaborative,	interdisciplinary	and	socially	
responsive	research	through	your	study	program.	
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Griffith’s commercial research and development unit SABEL Labs 
is at the forefront of wearable sports technology that aids athlete 
performance and manages injury risk. Through his work with SABEL 
Labs Griffith PhD candidate Jonathan Shepherd is creating and 
implementing technologies to shape, enhance and optimise physical 
movement. Jonathan’s research involves monitoring athletes to 
enable heightened performance, improve safety and advance 
rehabilitation. ‘When you are an elite athlete, every movement 
counts. With wearable sports technology we can see minor  
changes in technique like a swimmer’s hip position underwater.’

Jonathan Shepherd
PhD Candidate 

Doctorates 
Doctor of Philosophy 
The	Doctor	of	Philosophy	(PhD)	is	our	premier	research	training	
degree.	You’ll	be	awarded	a	PhD	based	on	a	thesis,	which	you’ll	
prepare	under	supervision,	that	makes	an	original,	significant	
and	extensive	contribution	to	knowledge	and	understanding		
in	your	field	of	study.	Your	thesis	will	be	judged	by	independent	
experts	applying	accepted	contemporary	international	
standards.	You	can	undertake	a	PhD	in	our	schools	and		
research	centres.	

Doctor of Philosophy (by Prior Publication)
The	PhD	by	Prior	Publication	can	give	you	formal	recognition		
for	your	scholarly	work	if	you’re	an	established	researcher	and	
do	not	already	hold	a	doctoral	level	qualification.	You	need	to	
have	a	substantial	standing	in	your	field,	based	on	your	record		
of	academic	publication.	The	degree	will	be	awarded	if	you		
have,	through	published	work,	made	an	original	scholarly	
contribution	to	knowledge	and	demonstrated	a	capacity		
for	independent	research	in	a	research	area	of	strategic	
importance	to	the	University.	

Masters by research 
Master of Philosophy 
You’ll	be	awarded	a	Master	of	Philosophy	(MPhil)	based	on	a	
thesis,	which	you’ll	prepare	under	supervision.	Your	thesis	will	
present	your	original	research	and	demonstrate	your	knowledge	
of	your	research	topic	and	the	disciplines	it	embraces.		
It	will	be	judged	by	independent	experts	applying	accepted	
contemporary	international	standards.

HDR academic pathway programs 
If	you	don’t	meet	the	direct	entry	requirements	for	a	research	
degree,	you	may	consider	a	Graduate	Diploma	of	Research	
Studies,	which	provides	an	alternative	route	of	entry	into	a		
HDR	program.	You’ll	undertake	coursework	and	a	dissertation		
in	the	discipline	area	relevant	to	your	research	trajectory.	

Discover	the	benefits	of	studying	a	research	degree	at		
Griffith	at	griffith.edu.au/research-study 

‘Our technologies give coaches a unique 
perspective allowing them to make small 
changes to improve the athlete’s performance.’
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How to apply
Undergraduate

The following information relates to applying for 
university as a domestic student. This includes:

•	 Australian	citizens
•	 Australian	Permanent	Residents	(holders	of	all	categories		

of	permanent	resident	visas,	including	Humanitarian	Visas)
•	 New	Zealand	citizens.

If	you’re	an	international	student	completing	Year	12	in	Australia,	
you	can	apply	through	QTAC/UAC,	a	registered	representative,		
or	directly	to	Griffith	University.	If	you’re	an	international	student	
applying	from	outside	Australia	with	non-Australian	qualifications,	
visit	griffith.edu.au/international	for	information	on	how		
to	apply.	Visit	degrees.griffith.edu.au	first,	to	check	that		
your	program	is	available	to	international	students.	

Visit degrees.griffith.edu.au to explore our 
comprehensive range of degrees. You can  
search by degree, career or course and find out 
everything you need to know, from prerequisites 
and course options to fees and how to apply.

Talk to us
You	can	find	out	more	about	our	degrees	and	meet	the	people	
who	teach	them	at	events	such	as	Open	Day	and	TSXPO	
(Tertiary	Studies	Expo).	You	can	also	talk	to	us	at	any	time		
of	the	year	to	find	out	more	about	your	options.

Select your  
degree1 

Open Day
At	Open	Day,	you’ll	get	a	taste	of	student	life	and	experience	
our	campuses.

Visit	us	at	Open	Day	on	Sunday	23	July	2017	at		
our	Gold	Coast,	Nathan	and	South	Bank	campuses.
Find	out	more	at	griffith.edu.au/openday

Contact us
Contact	us	for	advice	about	your	study	options	and	to	find		
out	more	about	studying	at	Griffith,	including	student	support	
and	scholarships.

•	 Phone:	1800	677	728	(toll	free)
•	 Email:	domesticenquiries@griffith.edu.au
•	 Search	frequently	asked	questions:	griffith.edu.au/ask-us

If	you’re	an	international	student,	contact	our	International	
Future	Students	team.

•	 Phone:	+61	(0)7	3735	6425
•	 Email:	international@griffith.edu.au

Resources
A	range	of	other	resources	can	help	you	choose	the	right	
degree	for	you.

Find	out	more	about	study	options	at	Griffith	and	campus	life	
at	griffith.edu.au/study

Explore	career	opportunities	for	different	industries	at	
myfuture.edu.au

Learn	more	about	student	fees	and	tertiary	options	at 
studyassist.gov.au

Use this section to help you  
through the application process.
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University applications made through the 
Queensland Tertiary Admissions Centre (QTAC)  
or the University Admissions Centre (UAC, for  
New South Wales applicants), are assessed on  
two things:

1.  Eligibility—subject	prerequisites	and	any	additional		
criteria	set	by	the	university

2. Merit—OP,	ATAR	or	Rank

Eligibility
Subject prerequisites
Prerequisites	refer	to	achievements	in	particular	Year	11	and	
Year	12	subjects	(or	equivalent).	For	many	of	our	degrees,	the	
only	prerequisite	is	English,	with	Maths	(A,	B	or	C),	Physics,	
Chemistry	and	Biology	listed	as	‘assumed	knowledge’.	

This	means	it	is	not	compulsory	for	you	to	have	studied	these	
subjects	in	high	school	(or	equivalent).	However,	if	you	are	
applying	for	a	degree	with	prior	assumed	knowledge,	it	is	
highly	recommended	that	you	have	undertaken	these	subjects	
or	bridging	subjects,	as	it	will	improve	your	chances	of	success.	

If	you	haven’t	studied	the	prerequisite	subjects	for	a	degree,		
or	if	you	have	studied	them	but	didn’t	pass,	you	may	be	able		
to	complete	a	bridging	or	preparatory	course.	You	can	also	
look	for	other	degrees	that	provide	a	pathway	to	your		
chosen	degree.	

Additional criteria
English language proficiency
If	you’re	an	international	applicant,	or	if	your	previous	study	
was	undertaken	in	a	language	other	than	English,	you	will	
need	to	demonstrate	that	you	can	speak,	write,	read	and	
comprehend	English.	The	English	language	requirements	vary	
between	different	degrees.	Search	degrees.griffith.edu.au	
for	information	on	your	chosen	program.

Merit
OP, ATAR, IB and Rank
An	Overall	Position	(OP)	is	the	tertiary	entrance	rank		
assigned	to	eligible	Year	12	students	in	Queensland	based		
on	their	performance	in	senior	secondary	school	subjects.		
An	Australian	Tertiary	Admission	Rank	(ATAR)	is	the	rank	
assigned	to	eligible	Year	12	students	in	other	Australian		
states	and	territories.	Some	high	schools	also	offer	the	
Diploma	of	the	International	Baccalaureate	program.

If	you	don’t	have	an	OP,	ATAR	or	a	Diploma	of	the	International	
Baccalaureate,	you	can	still	receive	an	admissions	Rank	on	
the	basis	of	previous	secondary	schooling,	tertiary,	bridging	
and	preparatory	studies,	tertiary	admissions	tests	or	work	
experience	and	qualifications.	Ranks	for	which	you	are	eligible,	
including	your	OP,	ATAR,	Rank	or	Diploma	of	the	International	
Baccalaureate	score,	are	ordered	from	highest	to	lowest.	

Cut-offs
QTAC	and	UAC	make	offers	to	eligible	applicants	in	order	
of	OP,	ATAR	or	Rank.	Offers	are	made	to	students	with	the	
highest	results	first	and	the	place	where	they	stop	is	called	the	
‘cut-off’.	The	cut-off	is	the	minimum	Rank	needed	for	entry		
to	a	degree.	If	your	first	order	Rank	is	equal	to	or	better	than	
the	cut-off	for	the	degree,	and	any	other	requirements		
are	met,	you	will	receive	an	offer.	

Cut-offs	are	an	indication	of	the	demand	for	a	degree,		
and	don’t	necessarily	reflect	its	quality	or	level	of	difficulty.	
They’re	set	each	year,	and	can	change	from	year	to	year.		
The	previous	year’s	cut-offs	can	be	used	as	a	guide	only.	
Indicative	cut-offs	aren’t	available	for	new	degrees.

Applicants over 18
If	you	are	18	or	older,	you’re	considered	a	mature	age	student.	
If	you	don’t	qualify	for	admission	based	on	your	Year	12	
results,	you	can	apply	based	on	work	and	other	professional	
qualifications	and	experience.	We	recognise	the	knowledge	
and	skills	gained	through	bridging	and	preparatory	studies,	
professional	and	paraprofessional	qualifications,	vocational	
experience,	and	Special	Tertiary	Admissions	Test	(STAT)	
results.	Please	note,	STAT	is	not	for	current	school	leavers.		
See	the	QTAC	website	for	more	details.

QTAC	and	UAC	assess	your	knowledge	and	skills	gained	
through	professional	qualifications,	bridging	programs,	work	
experience	or	other	pathways.	Make	sure	you	include	them		
on	your	QTAC	or	UAC	application.

Not	all	degrees	accept	Ranks	from	bridging	and	preparatory	
studies,	professional	and	paraprofessional	qualifications,	
vocational	experience,	and	Special	Tertiary	Admissions	Test	
(STAT)	results.	Please	contact	us	to	clarify	if	your	preferred	
degree	accepts	Ranks	from	these	sources.

Learn	more	about	student	fees	and	tertiary	options	at 
studyassist.gov.au

 Check entry 
requirements2 
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There are many ways to increase your chance of 
gaining a place in your preferred Griffith degree. 
These methods of upgrading into your desired 
degree are known as pathways.

A	smart	pathway	will	provide	the	necessary	foundation	for	
your	future	studies.	You	could	even	complete	your	desired	
degree	faster	by	gaining	credit	through	your	pathway	studies.	
Visit	griffith.edu.au/pathways	for	more	information	on	
Griffith’s	wide	range	of	pathway	programs.

Alternative entry
Griffith College
If	you	haven’t	achieved	the	OP	or	Rank	you	were	expecting,	
missed	out	on	the	degree	of	your	choice,	or	are	looking	for	
alternative	ways	to	get	into	university,	you	might	consider	
completing	a	diploma	at	Griffith	College.	Located	at	the		
Gold	Coast	and	Mt	Gravatt	campuses,	Griffith	College		
offers	diplomas	that	include	courses	of	a	comparable		
nature	to	some	of	our	degrees.	After	successfully		
completing	a	Griffith	College	diploma,	you’re	guaranteed	
direct	entry	into	a	range	of	related	Griffith	degrees		
with	up	to	a	full	year’s	credit.	Conditions	apply	for		
some	degrees.

Griffith	College	also	offers	a	Foundation	Program	to	help		
you	bridge	the	gap	if	you	didn’t	finish	Senior	high	school	
—see	details	below.	See	page	38	for	more	information		
about	Griffith	College,	or	visit	griffith.edu.au/college		
to	find	out	more.

Tertiary Preparation
TAFE	and	various	other	private	providers	offer	the	Certificate	
IV	in	Adult	Tertiary	Preparation.	These	certificates	are	
independent	of	the	high	school	system.	You’ll	be	trained		
in	the	knowledge	and	skills	needed	for	successful	university	
study	and	be	able	to	acquire	prerequisites	for	specific		
Griffith	University	degrees.	TAFE	Certificate	IV	graduates	
are	eligible	to	apply	for	direct	entry	to	many	Griffith	College	
diplomas	and	some	Griffith	University	degrees.	To	find		
out	more,	email	domesticenquiries@griffith.edu.au

TAFE admission scheme
When	you	graduate	with	an	Australian	Qualifications	
Framework	(AQF)	Diploma	or	Advanced	Diploma	from	an	
Australian	TAFE	Institute,	you’ll	be	given	special	admission	
Ranks	through	our	TAFE	Admission	Scheme.	You’ll	receive	
guaranteed	direct	entry	for	many	of	our	degrees.		
Exclusions	apply	and	are	listed	at	griffith.edu.au/pathways

Visit	the	website	or	email	tafe-credit@griffith.edu.au		
to	find	out	more.	You	may	also	be	eligible	for	a	credit		
transfer	if	you	are	completing	a	Diploma	or	Advanced		
Diploma	at	an	Australian	TAFE	Institute.	Find	out	more		
at	griffith.edu.au/credit

Continuing education certificate programs
If	you	don’t	achieve	the	OP	or	Rank	that	you	need	to	study	
your	choice	of	degree,	but	meet	subject	prerequisites,	you	
might	consider	completing	one	of	our	non-award	certificate	
programs.	These	programs	provide	an	alternative	pathway		
into	university	and	are	suitable	for	people	just	out	of	school,	
as	well	as	those	who	left	school	some	time	ago.	You’ll	study	
the	same	courses	as	our	undergraduate	students	part-time,	
usually	for	one	year,	to	experience	the	university	environment.

Once	you’ve	successfully	completed	your	certificate,		
you’ll	receive	a	special	boosted	Rank	that	can	be	used	for		
entry	into	a	Griffith	degree,	and	where	relevant,	receive		
full	credit	for	your	certificate	studies	towards	your	degree.

For	information	on	the	full	range	of	certificate		
programs	and	details	on	application	procedures,		
visit	griffith.edu.au/certificate-programs	or		
phone	1800	677	728.

Open Universities Australia
In	conjunction	with	Open	Universities	Australia	(OUA),		
we	offer	distance	studies	in	arts,	business,	communication,	
and	criminology	and	criminal	justice.	OUA	entry	requirements	
enable	anyone	to	study	a	degree,	while	offering	greater	
flexibility	in	structure	through	the	wide	range	of	courses	
available.	We	also	offer	Commonwealth	supported	places	
(CSP)	through	OUA	in	the:

•	 Bachelor	of	Arts
•	 Bachelor	of	Business
•	 Bachelor	of	Public	Relations	and	Communication
•	 Bachelor	of	Criminology	and	Criminal	Justice.

After	completing	and	passing	two	OUA	courses	or	equivalent	
(with	a	minimum	GPA	of	4	and	within	the	previous	12	months),	
you	can	apply	for	a	CSP	place.	Visit	open.edu.au/courses/grf	
to	see	what	Griffith	courses	you	can	study	via	OUA	and	find	
out	how	to	apply.

Visit	griffith.edu.au/oua to	find	out	about	support	for		
Griffith	OUA	students.

GUESTS
The	Griffith	University	Early	Start	to	Tertiary	Studies	
(GUESTS)	program	offers	OP,	ATAR	or	Diploma	of	the	
International	Baccalaureate	eligible	senior	high	school	students	
the	opportunity	to	study	a	course	(subject)	at	Griffith	while		
still	at	school.	Students	that	successfully	complete	their	
Griffith	course	may	be	eligible	for	guaranteed	entry	into	
a	related	degree.	Some	degrees	are	exempt	and/or	have	
additional	eligibility	criteria.	Visit	griffith.edu.au/apply/ 
high-school-students/guests	for	more	information.

Investigate alternative  
and bonus entry options3 
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Bonus entry options
We	offer	a	range	of	schemes	that	give	you	the	opportunity		
to	boost	your	entry	score	and	improve	your	chances	of	
getting	into	your	chosen	degree.	You	don’t	need	to	apply	
for	bonuses—you	just	need	to	complete	your	QTAC	or	
UAC	application	and	they	will	be	applied	automatically.

The maximum bonus points that a student can receive 
under all schemes is capped at 10.

Subject	prerequisites	and	additional	entry	requirements		
still	apply,	such	as	auditions,	and	there	are	some	degrees		
not	eligible	for	bonuses.	Refer	to	degrees.griffith.edu.au		
for	details	on	specific	degrees.

Year 12 subject bonuses
We	award	bonus	Ranks	for	subjects	and	studies	that	you	
complete	in	high	school	that	require	a	high	level	of	skill	and	
knowledge.	As	a	current	Year	12	student,	you	can	receive		
two	bonus	ranks	(up	to	a	maximum	of	six	under	this		
scheme)	for	passing	the	following	subjects	(or	equivalent	
interstate	subjects):

•	 Accounting
•	 Ancient	History
•	 Business	Communication	and	Technologies
•	 Business	Organisation	Management
•	 Business	Management
•	 Business	Studies
•	 Biology
•	 Chemistry
•	 Economics
•	 Engineering	Technology
•	 Film,	Television	and	New	Media
•	 Geography
•	 Health	Education
•	 Information	Processing	and	Technology
•	 Information	Technology	Systems
•	 Languages	other	than	English	(LOTE)
•	 Legal	Studies
•	 Maths	C
•	 Marine	Science
•	 Modern	History
•	 Physics
•	 GUESTS	course#

#	Griffith	runs	a	number	of	GUESTS	courses	at	school,	on-campus	or	
online.	GUESTS	at-school	includes	programs	such	as	Griffith	Biology,	
Griffith	Eng,	Griffith	Health	and	Griffith	Chemistry.	You	can	receive		
a	maximum	of	four	bonus	Ranks	for	university	courses.
Note. The	Bachelor	of	Medical	Science	and	the	Bachelor		
of	Dental	Health	Science	are	excluded	from	this	scheme.

Find	out	more	about	subject	bonuses	at		
griffith.edu.au/admissions/bonus-entry-options

OP 1–6 Guarantee
If	you	are	awarded	an	OP	1–6,	or	equivalent	ATAR,		
Rank	or	International	Baccalaureate	Diploma	Score,		
you’re	eligible	for	the	Griffith	OP	1–6	Guarantee,	which	
gives	you	guaranteed	entry	into	most	of	our	degrees.	
You	can	be	confident	that	you’re	in	as	soon	as	you	have	
received	an	OP	1–6.

If	you’re	a	mature	age	applicant,	you’ll	be	provided	an	
admission	Rank	based	upon	your	previous	study,	work	
experience	and/or	alternative	entry	options.	If	you	are	
awarded	a	Rank	equivalent	to	OP	1–6,	you’ll	qualify		
for	the	Griffith	OP	1–6	Guarantee.

This	scheme	is	known	as	‘The	Griffith	High	Achiever		
Guarantee’	in	UAC.

Bonus entry for Gold Coast and Logan locals
If	you	live	in	Gold	Coast	City,	Logan	City,	Ipswich	City,		
the	Scenic	Rim,	Redland	City,	Tweed	Shire,	Ballina	and	
Casino	region	(defined	by	postcode)	and	have	not	studied	
at	university	before,	you’ll	be	given	a	bonus	of	one	OP	
band	or	two	Ranks	when	you	apply	for	degrees	at	the		
Gold	Coast	and	Logan	campuses.	The	Bachelor	of		
Medical	Science,	Bachelor	of	Dental	Health	Science,	
Bachelor	of	Popular	Music	and	all	distance	and	online	
degrees	are	excluded	from	this	scheme.
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You can list up to six preferences on your QTAC  
or five preferences on your UAC application.  
You’ll receive an offer for the highest preference 
you’re eligible for. Here’s a guide to ordering  
your preferences:

1st	and	2nd
Desired	degrees—these	are	degrees		
you	really	want	to	study	and	that	you	have		
a	reasonable	chance	of	gaining	entry	to.

3rd	and	4th
	

Preferred	degrees—these	are	degrees		
that	you	want	to	study	and	have	a	good	
chance	of	gaining	entry	to.

5th	and	6th Pathways—these	are	degrees	or	diplomas	
that	will	help	you	upgrade	to	one	of	your	
desired	or	other	preferred	degrees.

•	 Nominating	a	degree	for	all	six	preferences	will	give	you		
the	best	chance	of	being	offered	a	place	at	university.

•	 If	you’re	applying	for	a	double	degree,	make	sure	you		
list	the	two	component	single	degrees	as	preferences		
as	well—these	may	be	easier	to	gain	entry	to.	You	may		
have	the	chance	to	upgrade	to	the	double	degree	after		
a	year	of	study.

•	 If	you	intend	to	study	at	the	Gold	Coast	campus,	we	
recommend	that	you	apply	via	either	QTAC	or	UAC,		
but	not	both.	If	you’re	eligible,	you’ll	still	receive	your		
offer	with	us	and	you’ll	save	on	application	fees.

Apply to QTAC or UAC by  
29 September 2017.

Visit the QTAC and UAC websites to find  
out the on-time deadline for applications  
for study in Trimester 1 2018. Applications  
will be accepted after the on-time due date,  
but you will need to pay a late fee.

Apply	online	at:
•	 QTAC:	qtac.edu.au
•	 UAC:	uac.edu.au

As well as your QTAC or UAC application,  
you may have other applications to submit,  
such as for scholarships or accommodation. 
Application deadlines for these vary, so be  
sure to check the website for specific details.

Scholarships
With	over	700	scholarships	on	offer,	we	can	help	make	
study	at	university	easier.	Academic	excellence,	equity,	
accommodation	and	sports	scholarships	are	available.		
Visit	griffith.edu.au/scholarships	to	find	out	what	you’re	
eligible	for	and	apply.	If	you’re	an	international	student,		
visit	griffith.edu.au/international-scholarships	

Student accommodation
If	you’re	thinking	of	living	on	campus,	submit	your	application	
as	soon	as	possible.	Accommodation	offers	are	based	
on	distance	from	the	university	and	time	of	application.	
Successful	applicants	will	be	notified	after	QTAC	offers.		
Find	out	more	at	griffith.edu.au/accommodation

Most domestic students who are studying degrees 
are recognised as Commonwealth supported 
students. This means you pay a student contribution 
each trimester and the majority of the cost of your 
education is met by the Australian Government.

How much will I pay?
The	amount	you	are	required	to	pay	for	your	student	
contributions	depends	largely	on	your	field	of	study.		
The	Australian	Government	groups	different	areas	of		
study	into	‘Bands’,	and	sets	a	maximum	amount	higher	
education	providers	(such	as	Griffith	University)	can		
charge	you	for	a	full-time	study	load.	At	Griffith,	full-time	
study	for	most	degrees	means	eight	courses	per	year.		
Your	student	contribution	cannot	exceed	the	maximum		
rate	set	by	the	Government,	and	most	universities	and		
other	providers	charge	the	maximum	rate.

 Prepare your 
application

Lodge any additional 
applications

Lodge your application 
by the on-time due date

4 6 

5 

Find out about study costs 
and financial assistance7 
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Student contribution bands in 2017

STUDENT 
CONTRIBUTION 
BAND

DISCIPLINES IN  
EACH BAND

STUDENT 
CONTRIBUTION 
AMOUNT  
(per full-time  
study load)

Band	1

Humanities,	behavioural	
science,	social	studies,	
education,	clinical	
psychology,	foreign	
languages,	visual	and	
performing	arts,	nursing

$0	–	$6,349

Band	2

Mathematics,	statistics,	
computing,	built	
environment,	other	
health,	allied	health,	
science,	engineering,	
surveying,	agriculture

$0	–	$9,050

Band	3

Law,	accounting,	
administration,	
economics,	commerce,	
dentistry,	medicine,	
veterinary	science

$0	–	$10,596

Visit	studyassist.gov.au	for	more	information	on	student	
contribution	bands.

Deferring your study costs with HECS-HELP
HECS-HELP	(the	Higher	Education	Contribution	Scheme-
Higher	Education	Loan	Program)	is	a	government	loan	that,	
depending	on	your	citizenship	or	residency	status,	allows	
you	to	defer	the	costs	of	your	study	and	pay	your	student	
contribution	when	you	are	earning	more	money.	You	repay	
your	HECS-HELP	debt	through	the	tax	system.	This	means	
that	other	than	study	materials	such	as	textbooks,	you	will	
have	no	up-front	costs	for	your	degree.

Financial assistance
Once	you	are	at	university,	our	welfare	and	student	liaison	
officers	can	help	you	plan	budgets,	apply	for	loans	and	equity	
schemes	(if	you	qualify),	and	explore	other	financial	options,	
such	as	Centrelink	payments.	Visit	griffith.edu.au/welfare		
for	more	information.

QTAC and UAC offers for study in Trimester 1 2018 
will be released progressively from mid-August 2017.  
We recommend accepting your offer and enrolling as 
soon as possible to secure your place. You can then 
select your classes and create a timetable.

QTAC continuous offers
Griffith	makes	continuous	offers	through	QTAC	to	applicants	
from	August	each	year	to	non-school	leavers.	Year	12	
students	may	receive	an	offer	as	soon	as	OPs	are	released	
(prior	to	Christmas),	to	assist	with	organising	accommodation,	
changing	preferences	or	seeking	alternative	study	pathways.	
Some	offers	are	only	offered	during	a	major	offer	round.		
This	means	you	have	to	wait	until	this	date	before	you	receive	
an	offer.	To	check	degrees	and	their	offer	round	dates,		
visit	qtac.edu.au

Credit for prior learning
Upon	being	accepted	into	Griffith	University,	you	can	apply	
for	credit	for	prior	learning,	which	can	reduce	the	time	it	will	
take	to	complete	your	degree.	Providing	you	can	show	that	it’s	
relevant	to	your	degree,	you	can	be	granted	credit	for	formal	
study	such	as	TAFE	courses,	non-formal	learning,	such	as	
workplace	training,	and	informal	learning,	such	as	work,	social,	
family,	hobby	or	leisure	activities.	Visit	griffith.edu.au/credit	
to	find	out	more.

Deferment
We	offer	deferment	for	most	of	our	degrees.	This	allows	
you	to	delay	the	start	of	your	studies	for	one	year,	while	still	
securing	your	offer.	Deferment	is	not	available	for	degrees	
that	involve	specific	selection	criteria—such	as	music,	
midwifery	and	dental	health	science.	If	you	are	unable	to	take	
up	your	place	in	one	of	these	degrees,	you	must	reapply	in		
the	following	year.	You	can	request	to	defer	after	you	receive	
an	offer.	For	QTAC,	you	can	select	the	deferment	option	when	
you	respond	to	your	QTAC	offer.

For	UAC,	you	can	email	deferred@griffith.edu.au		
to	request	deferment.

For	both	QTAC	and	UAC,	approval	of	deferment	is	automatic	
for	approved	degrees	and	will	be	confirmed	by	the	University.

Internal transfer
Once	you	have	been	admitted	to	Griffith	you	have	the	option	
to	apply	for	an	internal	transfer	to	another	degree,	providing	
you	meet	the	entry	requirements	for	the	degree	you	wish	
to	transfer	to.	After	you	have	been	admitted	to	Griffith,	
application	is	made	directly	to	Griffith—you	don’t	need		
to	reapply	through	QTAC	or	UAC.	Alternatively,	you	may		
be	able	to	change	your	QTAC	or	UAC	preferences.	We	also	
offer	mid-year	transfers	to	degrees	that	have	a	Trimester	2		
or	Trimester	3	intake.	Exceptions apply.

Accept your offer  
and enrol8 
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Take the next step in your career and apply for 
postgraduate or research study at Griffith in 2018. 

The	following	information	relates	to	applying	to	study	as	a	
domestic	student.	This	includes:

•	 Australian	citizens
•	 Australian	Permanent	Residents	(holders	of	all	categories		

of	permanent	resident	visas,	including	Humanitarian	Visas)
•	 New	Zealand	citizens.

If	you’re	an	international	applicant,	you	can	apply		
for	postgraduate	coursework	degrees	through		
Griffith	International.	A	guide	is	available	specifically		
for	prospective	international	students.	Find	out	more		
at	griffith.edu.au/international

Search	degrees.griffith.edu.au	to	find	your	chosen	degree.

Check	the	detailed	admission	requirements	for	your	chosen	
degree	on	degrees.griffith.edu.au	

Make	sure	to	check	what	supporting	documents	you	need	to	
provide	in	your	application.	

Contact us
You	can	contact	the	program	director	as	listed	on	the	entry	for	
your	degree	on	degrees.griffith.edu.au,	or	our	study	advisers	
on	1800 677 728,	for	help	with	your	application	or	clarification	
of	admission	requirements.

You	can	apply	for	multiple	degrees	at	the	same	time	via	
degrees.griffith.edu.au	

Closing	dates	for	applications	vary	between	degrees,	so	make	
sure	you	check	the	details	for	your	chosen	degree.	The	online	
application	form	will	prompt	you	to	provide	specific	items	
required	and	contain	a	checklist	of	supporting	documents	
you’ll	need	to	submit.	You	will	receive	emails	during	the	process	
prompting	you	to	complete	your	application	and	you’ll	be	able	
to	track	its	progress.

Note.	Apply	for	the	Master	of	Secondary	Teaching	via	the	
Queensland	Tertiary	Admissions	Centre	(QTAC).

Find your degree  
on our website

Check admission 
requirements

Submit your 
application online

How to apply
Postgraduate and higher degrees by research

Coursework degrees 
If	you	are	a	domestic	student	applying	for	a	coursework	
degree,	you	can	apply	directly	to	Griffith	via	our	website.	

1 

2

3
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How to apply for HDR
You	can	apply	for	a	higher	degree	by	research	
directly	to	Griffith	via	our	website.	Visit		
griffith.edu.au/research-study	to	apply	online.

Before	you	apply,	you	must	develop	your	research	
proposal	and	find	a	supervisor	with	expertise	in	a	field	
or	area	that	fits	your	project.	You’re	advised	to	make	
contact	with	a	potential	Griffith	supervisor	before	
you	finalise	your	research	proposal	or	submit	your	
application	so	that	you	can	establish	availability	of	
supervision	and	discuss	your	research	topic	or	interests.	

Visit	experts.griffith.edu.au	to	find	a	potential	
supervisor	in	your	chosen	discipline	or	field	
of	research.	You	can	browse	by	research	area,	
researcher,	or	publications.	We	also	recommend	that	
you	check	your	scholarship	eligibility	before	you	apply.	
For	details	on	the	range	of	research	scholarships	
available,	application	round	dates,	and	how	to	apply,	
visit	griffith.edu.au/research-study

 
Upon	being	accepted	into	Griffith	University,	you	can	apply
for	credit	for	prior	learning,	which	can	reduce	the	time	it	will
take	to	complete	your	degree.	Providing	you	can	show	that	it’s
relevant	to	your	degree,	you	can	be	granted	credit	for	formal
study	such	as	TAFE	courses,	non-formal	learning,	such	as
workplace	training,	and	informal	learning,	such	as	work,	social,
family,	hobby	or	leisure	activities.	Applications	for	credit	may	
be	lodged	at	any	time;	however,	it	is	far	better	to	have	your	
credit	determined	before	you	start	study	as	it	may	impact		
which	courses	you	enrol	in.	

To	find	out	more,	visit	griffith.edu.au/credit		
or	email	credit@griffith.edu.au

We	offer	scholarships	for	high-academic	achievers,	those	
experiencing	financial	disadvantage	and	for	Aboriginal	and	
Torres	Strait	Islander	students.	

Visit	griffith.edu.au/scholarships	to	see	if	you’re	eligible		
for	a	scholarship	and	to	apply.	If	you’re	an	international	
student,	visit	griffith.edu.au/international-scholarships

Once	your	application	has	been	assessed,	you’ll	be	notified	of	
the	outcome	by	email.	You’ll	receive	advice	on	how	to	enrol	in	
your	offer	email.	We	recommend	enrolling	as	soon	as	possible	
so	you	can	select	your	classes	and	create	a	timetable.

Apply for credit  
for prior learning

Search our 
scholarships

Accept your offer 
and enrol

4

5

6
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Griffith  
College

Griffith College offers one-year diplomas that 
provide an alternative pathway to Griffith University 
if you don’t get in to your chosen degree.  
After completing your diploma, you’ll be eligible  
for entry to second year* of a Griffith bachelor 
degree, so you’ll lose no time in graduating.

Griffith	College	courses	are	equivalent	to	university-level	
study,	and	are	delivered	in	a	supportive	and	specialised	
learning	environment	to	better	prepare	you	for	success	
in	your	bachelor	degree.	And	because	Griffith	College	is	
situated	on-campus	at	the	Gold	Coast	and	Mt	Gravatt,	
you’ll	have	access	to	university	facilities	and	become	
part	of	the	Griffith	community	from	day	one.

For	Griffith	College	fee	information,	entry	requirements		
and	credit	information,	as	well	as	the	full	range	of	programs,	
visit	griffith.edu.au/college

Foundation Program
Griffith	College	also	offers	a	Foundation	Program,	a	bridging	
program	for	students	who	didn’t	finish	senior	studies	in	high	
school.	You’ll	be	trained	in	the	knowledge	and	skills	needed	for	
successful	university	study	and	be	able	to	acquire	prerequisites	
for	specific	Griffith	University	degrees.	Griffith	College	
Foundation	Program	graduates	are	eligible	to	apply	for		
direct	entry	to	many	Griffith	College	diplomas	and		
Griffith	University	degrees.

*	Entry	into	second	year	is	dependent	on	successfully	completing	the		
Griffith	College	program	and	meeting	degree	admission	requirements.		
Students	must	complete	in	their	second	or	third	years	of	the	degree		
any	first	year	core	courses	for	which	credit	has	not	been	granted.

These Griffith  
College programs

Can provide entry to these Griffith University pathway 
degrees with credit

Credit awarded / 
duration of degree

Associate	Degree	in	Commerce	and	
Business	specialisations	in	Accounting,	
Finance,	Hotel	Management

Bachelor	of	Business* 160CP	/	1F

Bachelor	of	International	Tourism	and	Hotel	Management* 160CP	/	1F

Diploma	of	Engineering Bachelor	of	Engineering	(Honours) 70–80CP	/	3–3.5F

*	 Maximum	credit	applies	to	specific	majors/minors	only.

Discover a pathway to Griffith University.

‘I chose Griffith College because it fitted perfectly  
with my lifestyle. Professors were very creative 
in explaining the subject. They really got students 
interested in studying. The course structure is created  
in close connection with industry requirements and  
gave a sample of learning from many kinds of 
engineering, making it clearer for me which path I 
wanted to take. I still use the information I learned  
at Griffith College in the fourth year of my degree.’

Elena Fomenko
Diploma of Engineering 
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Support to help  
you succeed

Orientation
Starting	university	is	exciting,	but	it	can	also	feel	just	a	little	
daunting	at	first.	To	help	you	get	settled	and	enjoy	success	at	
university,	we	hold	Orientation	Week,	or	O-Week,	the	week	
before	each	trimester	starts.	You’ll	find	out	more	about	your	
chosen	degree,	meet	other	students,	get	familiar	with	our	
campuses,	have	the	chance	to	sign	up	for	clubs	and	societies	
and	find	out	what	Griffith	has	to	offer.	As	well	as	practical	
tours	and	information	sessions,	Orientation	Week	includes		
fun	activities	and	social	events,	plus	live	music,	food	stalls		
and	giveaways.	Find	out	more	at	griffith.edu.au/orientation

Learning support services
At	each	campus	library,	you	can	attend	a	range	of	free	
workshops,	access	self-help	resources	and	book	individual	
consultations	to	develop	your	academic,	computing	and		
library	research	skills.	For	more	information	visit		
griffith.edu.au/library/workshops-training

Personal support services
Our	personal	support	services	will	help	you	manage	your	life	
while	you’re	at	university.	Our	services	include	job	search	and	
career	development,	counselling,	health	services	and	welfare	
support.	Go	to	griffith.edu.au/student-services	to	find		
out	more.

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students
The	GUMURRII	Student	Support	Unit	(SSU)	is	the	heart	of	
Griffith’s	Aboriginal	and	Torres	Strait	Islander	community	and	
is	located	on	each	of	Griffith’s	five	campuses.	GUMURRII	SSU	
complements	university	life	by	offering	a	safe	and	culturally	
appropriate	learning	environment	for	Aboriginal	and	Torres	
Strait	Islander	students	enrolled	at	Griffith.

Aboriginal	and	Torres	Strait	Islander	staff	assist	students	from	
recruitment	to	orientation,	and	provide	support	through	to	
graduation	and	postgraduate	studies.	Services	offered	by	the	
unit	include	the	Direct	Entry	Scheme,	the	Indigenous	Tutorial	
Assistance	Scheme	(ITAS)	and	the	Hands	Up!	Tertiary	Preparation	
Program.	Find	out	more	at	griffith.edu.au/gumurrii

Finding a place to live
Griffith	Accommodation	and	a	range	of	private	providers		
offer	on-campus	accommodation	at	our	Gold	Coast,	
Nathan,	Mt	Gravatt	and	Logan	campuses.	Living	on	campus	
is	a	convenient	option	for	many	students	and	provides	the	
opportunity	to	join	a	diverse	international	community,	access	
university	facilities	and	academic	support	and	make	lifelong	
friends.	We	can	also	provide	information	on	how	to	find		
off-campus	accommodation,	what	to	look	for	when	inspecting	
properties,	how	to	apply	for	accommodation	once	you	have	
found	the	right	place	and	help	you	connect	with	potential	
flatmates	if	you’re	looking	to	share	accommodation.	

Campus	Life	(in	Brisbane	and	Logan)	and	the	Student	Guild		
(at	the	Gold	Coast)	can	also	provide	you	with	up-to-date	listings	
of	accommodation	ranging	from	rooms	in	share	houses	to	beach	
front	apartments,	with	information	on	transport	and	costs.		
For	more	information	visit	griffith.edu.au/accommodation

Students with disabilities
We	provide	disability	services	on	all	campuses.	These	services,	
coordinated	through	our	Student	Services	office,	enable	
students	with	disabilities	to	access	and	participate	in	our	
learning	environment.	

Future students should contact the  
Disabilities Service:
Phone:		 +61	(0)7	3735	7470
Email:		 disability@griffith.edu.au

If	you	are	deaf	or	hard	of	hearing,	you	can	contact	the	
Disabilities	Service	Officer	directly	on:
Phone:		 0419	713	271
Email:		 deafstudentsupportprogram@griffith.edu.au

Whether you’ve just finished school or finished a 
while ago, starting university can seem daunting. 
We offer a wide range of support services to help 
you feel confident and succeed in your degree.
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Gold	Coast	Titans	NRL	player	and	
Griffith	Sports	College	elite	athlete	
Ryan	James	recently	graduated	
with	a	Bachelor	of	Business	
majoring	in	sport	management	and	
marketing.	He	said	the	support	
he	received	from	Griffith	Sports	
College	meant	the	world	to	him.	

‘No	one	really	sees	the	hard	work	
that	happens	behind	the	scenes	
but	I’d	definitely	say	that	without	
the	Sports	College	I	wouldn’t	have	
got	my	degree,’	he	said.	‘If	I	had	
to	hand	every	assessment	in	on	
time,	it	would	be	near	impossible	
because	I’m	travelling	every	second	
week	and	if	I’m	not	at	university	I’m	
training.	But	study	definitely	helped	
me	play	footy.	I	had	one	of	my	
best	seasons	yet.	And	being	able	to	
come	onto	campus	to	study	and	get	
away	from	everything	helped	too.’

Ryan	said	the	completion	of	his	
degree	could	be	the	start	of	
something	greater.	‘I’ve	got	further	
goals	and	I	want	to	do	bigger	
things,’	he	said.	‘Knowing	I’ve	finally	
got	through	this	and	that	I	can	do	
it,	I’ll	be	able	to	accomplish	more.’

Ryan James
Bachelor of Business

Tackling a 
footy career
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Key  
dates

Back cover:	Tom	Lynch,	co-captain	of	the	Gold	Coast	Suns	and	Bachelor	of	Business	student.

UNDERGRADUATE APPLICATIONS

QTAC applications for 2018 admissions open early August 2017

UAC applications for 2018 admissions open early August 2017

Scholarship applications open (closing dates vary) 14 July 2017

QTAC and UAC on time applications due 29 September 2017

Griffith University Early Start to Tertiary Studies (GUESTS)

Applications due for Trimester 2 2017 (Year 11 and Year 12 students) 30 May 2017

Applications due for Trimester 3 2017 (Year 11 students) 1 October 2017

Applications due for Trimester 1 2018 (Year 12 students) 30 October 2017

POSTGRADUATE APPLICATIONS

Closing dates for applications vary between postgraduate degrees. To check the closing date for your chosen degree,  
visit degrees.griffith.edu.au

GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY EVENTS

Twilight Tours, Nathan and Gold Coast 11–12 April, 4–5 July and 26-27 September 2017

Discover Griffith, Nathan 16 May 2017

Discover Griffith, Gold Coast 18 May 2017

Q&A sessions, Nathan and Gold Coast 22–26 May and 18–29 September 2017

Open Day 23 July 2017

Postgraduate Information Evening, South Bank 15 November 2017

Postgraduate Information Evening, Gold Coast 22 November 2017

Visit griffith.edu.au/study for information about events, including ones for specific degrees held on-campus throughout the year,  
and more details about application dates.

STUDY EXPOS

TSXPO (Tertiary Studies Expo) 15–16 July 2017

Gold Coast Careers Festival 10–11 May 2017

Brisbane Careers and Employment Expo 2–3 June 2017

2018 GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY TRIMESTER DATES

Trimester 1 26 February – 23 June 2018

Trimester 2 9 July – 20 October 2018

Trimester 3 29 October 2018 – mid-February 2019  
(includes Christmas and New Year break)

Visit griffith.edu.au/academiccalendar for detailed academic calendars.

http://degrees.griffith.edu.au
http://griffith.edu.au/study
http://griffith.edu.au/academiccalendar


Griffith	University	uses	paper	from	responsible	sources

For advice and information,  
visit griffith.edu.au/ask-us

Email us 
futurestudents@griffith.edu.au

Call us on 1800 677 728 
to talk to staff at our  
Future Students Contact Centre

Talk to us

Sunday 23 July 2017
Gold Coast, Nathan and 
South Bank campuses

griffith.edu.au/openday

SEE YOU AT 
OPEN DAY!
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